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Prime Minister Narendra Modi with Indonesian President Joko Widodo and U.S. President Joe
Biden at the G20 Summit in Bali on November 15, 2022. | Photo Credit: PTI

If 2022 was a momentous year for India and the rest of the world, 2023 is likely to further
sharpen the geopolitical fault lines set in motion by the previous year. Amidst all the tectonic
shifts around us, what appears to be a certainty is the emergence of an Asia-centric century. But
is that really good news for India?

The geopolitical and economic rise of Asia coincides with several regional and global
developments which have the potential to undermine the stability and prosperity India had hoped
an Asian century would bring. The withdrawal of the U.S. from much of continental Asia and the
aggressive rise of China and the Ukraine war appear to have ended the great power concert in
Asia, or what appeared as one for some time. Today, two major powers — Russia and China —
are trying, though in varying degrees, to undermine the global balance of power, with several
regional powers such as Iran, Turkey and Saudi Arabia in tow. Asia may be headed towards
more global prominence, but instability will be its possessive partner.

For India, the rise of the Asian century might turn out to be too steeped in harsh realpolitik for its
comfort. A deeply status quoist, risk-averse New Delhi is inherently opposed to playing high-risk
games of chicken that cross its own self-defined red lines. New Delhi might speak like a
revisionist power, but don’t go by what it says; go by what it does. Is it, therefore, prepared to
deal with the harsh headwinds of the geopolitical contestations of an Asian century?

There can be no meaningful Asian century in a unipolar world. One alternative to a unipolar
world is a multipolar world with Russia, China, Japan, India and other, smaller powers asserting
themselves on the global stage. The other alternative is a China-dominated Asia. Herein lies the
challenge for India. It is clear that a China-dominated Asia won’t serve India’s geopolitical
interests. Would a multipolar Asia be useful to Indian interests? Not necessarily either. A
multipolar world/Asia with new and shifting alliances; formal, informal, secret, open and in-
between pacts; and competing coalitions vying for dominance will invariably take away from the
relative ‘stability’ of the current world order where the power of the U.S. is on the decline and
that of China is (still) on the rise.

More so, while multipolarity is desirable in theory, what kind of multipolarity are we seeing the
emergence of? For India, multipolarity is one premised on the rule of law or peaceful
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coexistence. In the words of former Indian foreign secretary H.V. Shringla in 2021, “India values
a multipolar international order, underpinned by international law, premised upon respect for the
sovereignty and territorial integrity of all countries, resolution of international disputes through
peaceful negotiations, and free and open access for all to the global commons”. If anything, a
multipolar world led by Asian powers for the most part is likely to be the opposite of what Mr.
Shringla outlined.

One of the likely implications of a multipolar world in which Asia takes the centre stage would be
a sharpening of opposition against the current global financial order. The so-called
weaponisation of globalisation and trade, sanctions against Russia, and Russia’s attempts in
turn at evading them with help from its Asian partners (China, Iran, Turkey, India, etc.) will pose
serious challenges to dollar-based trade and Western payment systems such as SWIFT. The
aftermath of the Ukraine war has led to a serious search in parts of Asia for alternative trading
arrangements and payment mechanisms. India may have issues with dollar-based trade, but
would it like trading arrangements centred around Yuan?

New Delhi has consistently campaigned for a multipolar world where key Asian powers have a
place at the high table of international politics. Yet it may hesitate to engage the emergent Asian
century for various reasons. For one, the Indian establishment has a deeply status quoist view of
the world order despite its frequent calls for change. While it believes in a more democratic,
orderly and rules-based world order, it recognises that major systemic changes could also be
accompanied by chaos. New Delhi, therefore, likes slow, peaceful and consensual
transformation of the system which, of course, is not what is happening today.  

Second, New Delhi’s biggest fear would be an Asian century without stable multipolarity. Even if
it emerges, a multipolar world is most likely going to be a passing phenomenon, to be soon
replaced by a bipolar world dominated by the U.S. and China with the others bandwagoning,
balancing and hedging. For India, a bipolar international system dominated by China and the
U.S. is a bad deal. If such a world leads to bipolar rivalry, India, being a next-door adversary of
China, could often be the target of Chinese ire.

Third, if a bipolar world leads to great power accommodation between the U.S. and China,
India’s situation could be worse off. If the U.S. accommodates China as a peer, it could mean
the U.S. accepting China’s sphere of influence. This could make India a casualty at the altar of
great power politics. Put differently, whether the U.S. and China compete or accommodate each
other in a bipolar world, India has reasons to worry.

But how real is the emergence of a China-U.S. G2? Look at it this way: the more the Ukraine
war goes on, the more the U.S./West could attempt to choreograph a working relationship with
China (we are already witnessing the early signs of it with German Chancellor Olaf Scholz
reaching out to China). That China has not gone all out in support of Russia’s war efforts could
encourage the West/U.S. to do precisely that. For China, an American offer of accommodation
in a G2 format outweighs the utility of a closer strategic partnership with an embattled Russia.

Finally, there is little doubt that an Asian century will be a China-dominated one. China’s growing
material power – both economic and military – is already paving the way for it, especially with
the U.S.’s focus firmly entrenched in the Russia-Ukraine theatre. As far as our neighbourhood is
concerned, we may be looking at a ‘post-Indian South Asia’ in the not-so-distant future, tucked
away in the Chinese sphere of influence, though not entirely inimical to Indian interests. Perhaps
this is an exaggeration, but I am evocatively emphasising a point that some of us may be
conveniently ignoring. Imagine a South Asia which, in varying degrees, trades with China using
Yuan, is deeply entrenched in the Belt and Road Initiative projects and its associated debt traps,
is militarily closer to China, toes Beijing’s line on international issues, and maintains just a
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minimum relationship with India? That looks like a post-Indian South Asia.

Navigating the emergent Asian century is not going to be easy for New Delhi, but being
cognisant of its many vagaries is perhaps a good start.
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Indian Army jawans keep vigil at India-China border in Arunachal Pradesh. | Photo Credit: Ritu
Raj Konwar

The clash between Indian troops and the Chinese PLA at Galwan in 2020 and the
recent altercation between troops at Yangtse in Arunachal Pradesh have served to highlight the
lingering boundary dispute as well as the complex Line of Actual Control (LAC). 

It is tempting to examine the parallels in India-China relations in the 1960s and the current
situation along the LAC. Both situations concern the boundary question, although the focus in
the 1950s was on the fundamental question of the “territorial dispute” involving the whole of
Aksai Chin claimed by India and the whole of NEFA (now Arunachal Pradesh) claimed by China.
Today, however, with the Chinese firmly in occupation of Aksai Chin and India firm in guarding
its territorial integrity in Arunachal Pradesh, the immediate issue has moved on to transgressions
along the LAC. 

The differences in the western sector (Ladakh) are no longer confined to Trig Heights in the
Daulet Beg Oldie (DBO) area and Demchok in the south as was the case in earlier decades.
The Depsang Bulge, Galwan, Pangong Lake and Hot Springs are areas where China is seeking
to press expedient claims. Since the Galwan incident, the two sides have disengaged at multiple
friction points even as military and diplomatic talks continue to find a way out of the impasse at
Depsang and Demchok. 

In the middle (central sector), the Barahoti pasture north of Chamoli in Uttarakhand has been at
the centre of the dispute for the past seven decades.

In the eastern sector (Arunachal Pradesh), the international boundary and the LAC are defined
by the 1914 McMahon Line, based on the watershed principle. Yet, China seeks to make
inroads in the Tawang sector as well as other areas such as the Upper Subansiri region, and
further, near the tri-junction with Myanmar. 

Traditionally, China has enjoyed advantage in terms of terrain and logistics on the high plateau
of Tibet. China has always projected a spurious interpretation of the LAC and shied away from
clarifying its position through an exchange of large-scale maps following the one-off exchange of
maps two decades ago concerning the middle sector. 

Unlike in the past, India is rapidly building its border infrastructure. China has had a headstart in
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building its own, yet has the temerity to object to improved logistics on the Indian side, solely to
keep intact the asymmetry. There are other similarities and differences compared to the past.
Both periods involve contention over frontier tracts which underwent redefinition as the Republic
of India and the People’s Republic of China came into their own in quick succession in the late
1940s and sought to interpret their geographies and national identities through clear-cut
boundary lines. The difference today is that the focus is primarily on the LAC as against the
larger boundary dispute even though neither side has given up its extensive territorial claims. 

In the 1950s, China had yet to reveal its true bias in favour of Pakistan, including on Kashmir. As
ties deteriorated, China’s support for Pakistan on Kashmir became self-apparent in the vocal call
for self-determination in the 1960s. Today, China openly works in tandem with Pakistan against
India’s interests to internationalise the issue at the UN. 

China’s internal vulnerabilities have always cast a shadow on bilateral relations with India.
Whether under Mao Zedong or Xi Jinping, Tibet has remained a source of insecurity for China.
In the late 1950s, Mao Zedong adopted an aggressive stance towards India as a means of
consolidating his leadership in the face of internal challenges and avoiding censure of disastrous
political and economic policies. Today, Mr. Xi is facing mounting scrutiny for the dreadful Zero-
COVID policy, and growing authoritarianism. The tendency to create external diversions is a
common thread.

There are important lessons to be imbibed from the past. In 1962, India was forced to approach
the U.S. and other Western countries for military assistance to meet the Chinese challenge. But
it was meagre and came too late. In the current phase, India has rapidly inducted new weapon
systems albeit with heavy emphasis on  aatmanirbharta (self-reliance) in defence manufacturing.

The LAC between India and China, not being the result of bilateral negotiations,
is frequently open to challenge by either side. There are areas along the LAC that have been
patrolled by both sides in the past. The Chinese ingress in Sumdorong Chu valley in the Tawang
sector in 1986-87 resulted in close confrontation that lasted eight years. It was only in 1995 that
the two sides pulled back, with India relocating its Jaya and Negi posts on the south side of the
Hathungla-Lungrola ridgeline. Nobody insinuated then that India was creating a buffer zone on
its own territory, so why take that line now in regard to the disengagement already achieved in
Ladakh? China encroached on Longju in Upper Subansiri way back in August 1959, yet the
government of the day did nothing about it thereafter. 

The biggest difference between the situation in the 1960s and now is the political will of the Modi
government and the determination of the Indian army to block Chinese patrols, and not just in
Yangtse.

Overall, Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s endeavour to engage China has been in keeping with
India’s broader world vision of good-neighbourly and  peaceful ties, inclusive growth and
development. China’s vision is contrarian. It seeks to build a China-centric hierarchy with scant
regard for notions of equality and multipolarity.

Sujan Chinoy is Director General of the Manohar Parrikar Institute for Defence Studies and
Analyses, New Delhi. Views expressed are personal.
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Pushpa Kamal Dahal ‘Prachanda’ takes oath as Nepal Prime Minister in Kathmandu on
December 26, 2022. | Photo Credit: PTI

The electoral verdict in Nepal’s recent elections was credible. It reflected a clear emergence of
voter preference for more responsive governance and an impatience with traditional political
power games that ignore the aspirations of the youth and the disadvantaged. It also reconfirmed
the successful ‘taking root’ of democracy in the Himalayan country whose transition from a
Hindu monarchy to a secular republic happened after great struggle, sacrifices and ideological
adjustments across the political spectrum.

Some of the major accomplishments, although accompanied by shortcomings and controversy,
included the peaceful mainstreaming of the Maoist movement into the democratic structure, the
integration of guerrillas into the Nepal Army, the transfer of power, the adoption of a Constitution
and the emergence of a federal structure.

On the negative side, however, the hung Parliament that the final results created is a sure recipe
for instability and frequent changes of government in the coming years. This could easily
translate into an inability to deal with the many daunting challenges confronting the country and
the continuing unpredictability in the graph of India-Nepal cooperation.

There were widespread expectations that Sher Bahadur Deuba, leader of the Nepali Congress,
which was in an alliance with Pushpa Kamal Dahal (Prachanda)’s Communist Party of Nepal
(Maoist Centre) and three other parties, would form the new government as the alliance
commanded the largest number of seats in the new Parliament. However, it was Prachanda who
was sworn in as Prime Minister as he decided to revive his earlier alliance with former Prime
Minister K.P. Sharma Oli, who heads the CPN (Unified Marxist–Leninist). This unexpected
development will undoubtedly be a source of satisfaction for China, which had earlier
conspicuously but unsuccessfully attempted to prod the left wing in the political spectrum to
reunite (to promote its own interests and to the detriment of India’s interests).

India can, however, take this development in its stride. It is used to dealing with political
instability in Nepal, frequent changes of government, and even reputedly anti-India or pro-China
leaders heading them. Its focus for many years has been on non-partisan support for inclusive
economic development, interdependence, communication links, people-to-people contacts, and
building on the compulsive logic of economic complementarities, especially in hydropower where
Nepal has huge but largely unexplored potential. The extent of its linkages of history, geography,
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culture, religion, and economy with Nepal facilitate management of its security concerns within
tolerable limits.

Moreover, leaders like Prachanda and Mr. Oli are seasoned veterans capable of making shrewd
judgments in their long-term political interests even when they talk about the new government
adopting a policy of “equi-proximity” with India and China. The truth is that, as is evident even in
robust democracies (Israel’s being the most recent example), ideological consistency has less
and less meaning in the politician’s search for power. So, too, in the case of Nepal, labels such
as ‘pro-India’ or ‘anti-India’ need to be taken with increasing amounts of salt. It should also not
be forgotten that ultranationalist leaders such as Mr. Oli and Prachanda have, on occasion,
spoken with courage and conviction to question senseless opposition to India. Mr. Oli, for
instance, aggressively questioned the strident demand from his own party to oppose ratification
of the Mahakali Treaty a few years ago.

Public opinion in Nepal is now alert to the reality of Chinese intentions, the risks of falling into a
debt trap, and the limitations in terms of Chinese capacities in comparison to India’s. China’s
image itself has taken a huge beating because of the current COVID-19 tsunami.

India, however, cannot be complacent. Traditional irritants such as the 1950 India-Nepal Treaty
of Peace and Friendship and the border issue need not be kept festering but should be sorted
out in an open and transparent manner. There is no reason why the worldview of the East India
Company or British India should be the determinant guide in shaping perceptions or policies,
when people on both sides of an open border are awaiting a better quality of life. Nepal is a
transforming country. India is a player on the global stage. The world itself is heading towards
major transformations, with new challenges, changing priorities and boundless possibilities.

The COVID-19 crisis and its long-term fallout is the largest shock to the global socioeconomic
framework since the Great Depression of the early 1930s. More than 100 million people fell
below the poverty line in 2020-21 alone. India and Nepal are uniquely positioned, because of the
breadth and depth of ties between them, to jointly rethink economic governance with a view to
enhancing human welfare. There are huge challenges but also huge opportunities in expanding
and diversifying cooperation to mutual advantage. Now is the time for fresh thinking on a host of
issues, including economic recovery; bilateral, sub-regional and regional cooperation;
restructuring supply chains; human as well as conventional security; energy cooperation;
development; people-to-people contacts; and the untapped potential for technology to
accelerate inclusive growth, and soft power to maximise mutual advantage.

Perhaps the one missing factor in bilateral ties has been mutual empathy: the will of the political
class across party lines, bureaucracies, and civil society on either side of the border to
understand what the world looks like from the other side. Empathy is an urgent necessity more
than ever before, as a factor for sustainable friendly ties.

Diverse but balanced and constructive approaches to India-Nepal relations will contribute to a
clearer understanding of the past, better awareness of present trends, and new roadmaps for
substantive upgrading of ties in the years to come.

New and innovative approaches are needed on both sides. What all Nepalese yearn for is a
sense of equality and Indian respect for their identity. With a Prime Minister who has visited
Nepal more times than any of his predecessors, an External Affairs Minister who has won huge
respect for his clear and consistent approach to foreign policy priorities, and a Foreign Secretary
who was until recently India’s Ambassador to Nepal, India has a range of policy drivers with
huge combined understanding and sensitivity as far as relations with Nepal are concerned. This
should stand both countries and the region in good stead in the challenging times ahead.
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K.V. Rajan is India’s former Ambassador to Nepal; Atul K. Thakur is policy professional,
columnist and writer with a special focus on South Asia
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Ukrainian servicemen fire a shell from a 2A65 Msta-B howitzer towards Russian troops, amid
Russia’s attack on Ukraine, in Zaporizhzhia region, Ukraine. | Photo Credit: REUTERS

In an influential essay written more than two decades ago, Professor Hilary Charlesworth, who is
now a judge at the International Court of Justice, described international law as “a discipline of
crisis”. Not much has changed since then. Just when the world was recovering from the pain
induced by COVID-19, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine last year once again highlighted the ‘crisis’
dimension of international law. One of the underlying bases of the post-world war international
legal order has been to explicitly outlaw war through the adoption of the United Nations Charter.
While the U.N. Charter has succeeded in ensuring that the world does not fight another world
war, it has failed in stopping inter-state wars. This year is going to further test the limits of
international law, not just because of Russia’s ongoing illegal war, but also due to several other
factors that will play out in the next 12 months and beyond.

The world post-World War II was a bipolar one with great power competition between a
‘capitalist’ America and a ‘communist’ Soviet Union. The end of the Cold War led to the
disintegration of the Soviet Union and the collapse of communism. This ‘unipolar’ moment gave
a leg-up to multilateralism and led to three decades of what C. Raja Mohan calls “relative
harmony” among the major powers. However, even during this period, the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization bombed Kosovo and the Western forces invaded Iraq in complete disregard to the
U.N. Charter. As Ralph Wilde argues, these U.S.-led military actions did not attract as vociferous
an international response as the Russian invasion of Ukraine did.

The ‘relative harmony’ phase saw the spread of democracy, greater acceptance of universal
human rights, and a global consensus for maintaining international rule of law with multilateral
institutions and independent international courts acting as referees. However, these universal
values are under threat as we have entered a multipolar world involving the securitisation of
international law. The major powers are at each other’s throats. Today international law faces a
new ground reality — the dwindling of the ‘liberal’ and ‘capitalist’ West and the rise of an
‘autocratic’ China and ‘expansionist’ Russia. The meteoric rise of China means that Beijing is
now flexing its muscles, including by weaponising international law. China views law as an
instrument in the service of the state. This is diametrically opposed to the rule of law theory in
liberal democracies where the law’s function is to constrain unbridled state power. The
Westphalian notion of international law that ostensibly championed international rule of law and
territorial integrity of states is now pitted against Chinese and Russian versions that believe in
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gaming international law for national interests. Under the Chinese and Russian versions, the
territorial integrity of nations and the sovereignty of states doesn’t quite matter. For instance, the
Russian approach towards international law believes that the basis of international law is not
universal but cultural and civilisational distinctness. The Russian vision of international law, in
complete violation of the UN Charter, distinguishes between countries that are truly sovereign
and countries that possess nominal or limited sovereignty, such as Ukraine. As this clash
between different visions of international law sharpens in 2023, it will push international law into
a deeper crisis.

An important fallout of the rise of the geo-economic order is the concomitant spread of economic
protectionism. The rise of China has set the cat among the pigeons in the U.S., which is
desperate to ensure its continued hegemony. Washington is fast backtracking on the neoliberal
consensus of interdependence and non-discrimination in international economic law that it
laboriously built in the last three decades. The recent adoption of the Inflation Reduction Act in
the U.S., which aims to transition to clean energy by providing massive industrial subsidies to
domestic American companies at the cost of imports and foreign companies, is a case in point.
Likewise, the U.S. has vehemently rejected the recent World Trade Organization (WTO) panel
reports that held the U.S.’s protectionist industrial policies masquerading as national security
objectives illegal. The U.S. has also strangled the WTO’s effective dispute settlement
mechanism by relentlessly blocking the appointment of the Appellate Body members. All these
challenges are only going to become ominous in 2023 leading to greater lawlessness in the
world economy.

Although leaders such as Donald Trump and Jair Bolsonaro have demitted office, international
law in 2023 will continue to face challenges from populist and ethno-nationalist regimes in
several countries such as Hungary, Turkey, Poland, and Israel. Populists attack the legitimacy of
international law and refer to it as foreign law, which is inimical to their national interests.
International law, in the populist scheme of things, is often reduced to a mere law of
coordination. This law of coordination is not aimed at international cooperation to develop and
espouse common global values, but only to ensure a minimal relationship between countries
with common ideational moorings. Populists also attack international institutions and
international courts for thwarting them from pursuing the interests of the ‘pure’ people they claim
to represent. They enact domestic laws to protect the ethnic identity of the ‘pure’ people even if
these laws undermine international law.

Scholars characterise the crisis in international law in different ways. B.S. Chimni believes that a
crisis in international law will exist if the phenomenon of imperialism is not addressed. On the
other hand, the late James Crawford argued that crises occur in international law because of
“the absence of any constitutional order, other than constitutional order of States”. This,
arguably, allows nationalism to trump international law. Still others such as Jan Klabbers
contend that the crisis of international law today is the crisis of liberal democracy. Regardless of
the characterisation, the fact remains that the liberal international legal order is under attack
from many sides. Will 2023 see the international community fight back against the relentless
assaults posed by securitisation, populism, and protectionism on core universal values that
international law enshrines?

Prabhash Ranjan is Professor and Vice-Dean, Jindal Global Law School, OP Jindal Global
University. Views are personal
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Russian President Vladimir Putin’s decision to observe a 36-hour ceasefire on the front line in
Ukraine comes at a time when his troops are struggling to cope with a series of battlefield
setbacks and mounting casualties. The Kremlin’s version is that it ordered the ceasefire, from
Friday noon till Saturday midnight, as Orthodox Christians in both countries celebrate Christmas
on January 7. Ukraine has questioned Russia’s sincerity, saying the Kremlin would use the
pause in fighting to replenish and rearm its forces and move more soldiers to the line of contact.
Yet, if observed by both sides, this would be the first ceasefire on the entire front line since the
war began on February 24 last year. Mr. Putin’s move appears more like a sign of weakness
than any serious push for peace. On New Year’s day, Russia lost at least 89 soldiers when
Ukraine targeted the eastern city of Makiivka where hundreds of troops were temporarily
stationed. In Bakhmut, the eastern city that has been under attack for six months, Ukraine says
its troops pushed back the Russians.

Russia, which made some territorial gains in the early phase of the war, has been struggling to
build battlefield momentum ever since Ukraine, armed and bankrolled by the collective West,
started its counter-offensive in late August. Ukraine recaptured swathes of territories from
Russia, including much of the Kharkiv Oblast in the north-east and Kherson city in the south.
Faced with battlefield setbacks, Gen. Sergey Surovikin, the new commander for the war,
changed strategy — he redirected the offensive focus towards Donetsk, started building stronger
defence lines across the vast front line, and launched a heavy bombardment campaign targeting
Ukraine’s critical energy infrastructure. The air strikes have partially damaged Ukraine’s energy
grid and disrupted power and water supplies to millions, but they have not changed the ground
reality. If Ukraine survives winter, fighting could pick up pace. The U.S. and Germany have
already announced that they would send Patriot missile systems to Ukraine. The U.S., France
and Germany would also be sending armoured vehicles, to better prepare Kyiv for the coming
land war. Cornered in the war theatre, Mr. Putin might come under enhanced pressure to
escalate the conflict. But continuing this war will be costly for all sides. If the ceasefire holds for
36 hours, Mr. Putin should extend it further and seek dialogue, without preconditions, with both
Ukraine and its backers in the West. The temporary truce should be the beginning of a lasting
one.
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Well before he was defeated by Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva in last year’s presidential elections in
Brazil, Jair Bolsonaro had repeatedly said that if he failed to get re-elected, it could only be
through fraud. He called his political rivals “thieves” and warned of violence if voted out. After his
election defeat, he refused to concede publicly. Two days ahead of Lula’s inauguration on
January 1, he left Brazil for Florida, while his supporters continued to stage camped protests
outside Brasilia’s Army headquarters. Unsurprisingly, a week after Lula was inaugurated,
thousands of Mr. Bolsonaro’s supporters stormed the institutional trinity of Brazil democracy —
the presidential palace, the Supreme Court and Congress — saying the election was stolen and
demanding that the military shut down Lula’s government. Mr. Bolsonaro has to take the blame
for what happened in Brasilia on Sunday, which was reminiscent of the January 6, 2021 riots at
the U.S. Capitol by Donald Trump’s supporters. While in power, he had flirted with the anti-
institution, conspiracy-peddling far-right fringes of Brazilian polity. Mr. Bolsonaro, a fan of the
military dictatorship, had little respect for the country’s institutions. His silence, along with
support from Brazil’s wealthy classes, seems to have empowered the protesters to invade state
institutions on Sunday.

For Lula, the riots posed the first major challenge to his presidency. He said the local police,
under the control of Brasilia’s Governor Ibaneis Rocha, a Bolsonaro ally, did not do enough to
stop the invaders. But Lula quickly deployed federal security officials, clearing the rioters of state
buildings. The Supreme Court also stepped in, ordering the military police to clear the camps of
Mr. Bolsonaro’s supporters outside the military headquarters, and removed Mr. Rocha from
office for three months. But that is not enough. For its own political stability, Brazil should put an
end to this election-related crisis. Until now, its institutions have dealt with threats from the fringe
groups with maturity. But Brazil, a relatively young democracy, has a not-so-distant violent past
and its leaders should not entertain any kind of threat to its democratic stability. Brazil should get
to the bottom of the riots through a thorough probe; bring all the culprits, from the instigators and
the financiers to the participants, to justice; and make sure that such an incident does not occur
again. Meanwhile, the least Mr. Bolsonaro could do, pending probe, is to publicly concede that
he was defeated in the elections, and ask his supporters to accept this fact and respect the
country’s Constitution.
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With the killing of 17 civilians and one police officer on Monday amid anti-government protests,
the month-long political crisis in Peru has crossed a bloody threshold and could trigger more
waves of violence. The incident shows not only the barbarity of the country’s security personnel
in dealing with protests, but also the failure of President Dina Boluarte and of her predecessor
Pedro Castillo in uniting and stabilising the country during the periods they have been in power.
The crisis is the result of a power struggle between Mr. Castillo and Congress. Mr. Castillo, a
former school teacher and a trade unionist, was elected President in 2021 on promises such as
ensuring political stability, fighting corruption and addressing chronic inequality. But without any
administrative and political experience, Mr. Castillo found it hard to negotiate the maze of
Peruvian polity. As he struggled to get a grip on governance, a hostile Congress and the wealthy
classes lined up against him. Corruption scandals and alleged links with criminal syndicates
weakened Mr. Castillo’s position in Lima. Congress voted to fire him twice, but failed to garner
enough support. As a third vote was due in December last year, Mr. Castillo made the drastic
announcement of dissolving Congress, which also triggered his impeachment.

But if Mr. Castillo, currently in jail, miscalculated the consequences of his decision to dissolve
Parliament, his successor and legislators misjudged the leftist leader’s support among the poor.
Violent protests broke out in Peru’s highlands demanding Mr. Castillo’s restoration or early
elections. Mr. Castillo called Ms. Boluarte “usurper”, while his supporters said the president they
voted for was not allowed to complete his legitimate term, which was to expire in 2026. At least
47 people, mostly civilians, have been killed in protests, ever since Mr. Castillo was ousted. As
she came under enormous pressure, Ms. Boluarte promised to hold elections by April 2024
(pending approval from Congress), but this was dismissed by Mr. Castillo and his supporters,
leaving the country in disarray. Both sides have a hand in the current crisis and should come
together to find a way out. Restoring Mr. Castillo may not be practically and constitutionally
possible, but Ms. Boluarte’s government could release him from prison in return for peace. To
end the current impasse, the government, the opposition and Congress should agree on the
earliest possible date for fresh elections. Peru’s political class should also be ready for broader
constitutional reforms that allow the presidency and the legislature to function without
confrontation.
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The Government’s summit for developing nations, called the “Voice of the Global South
Summit”, as its first big leadership-level G20 event, is an extremely important signal. It is also a
departure from New Delhi’s looking towards the “high-table” of global leadership, involving its
relationship with the UNSC P5 and G-7 (the most developed economies), to focusing on a more
just view of the world and how the developing world is being affected by global inequities. In his
opening remarks at the virtual summit, Prime Minister Narendra Modi explained the reasons for
the shift: how “challenges of the COVID pandemic, rising prices of fuel, fertilizer and foodgrains,
and increasing geopolitical tensions have impacted our development efforts”. External Affairs
Minister S. Jaishankar too spoke of India’s need to envision a common future with the Global
South and acknowledge India’s “common past” with the Global South, many of whom have
suffered colonialism. Over 10 different sessions, India and representatives of 125 countries, of
the 134 that make up the G-77, agreed that the key issues include the fragmentation of the
international landscape, shortages in grain exports, oil and gas, and fertilizer as a result of the
Ukraine war, and terrorism. Of note was Mr. Modi’s push for “human centred” globalisation
countering the “first world’s” view of expediting climate change goals at the cost of development,
ensuring immigration and work mobility for skilled populations of the global south, and resilient
renewable energy access. The summit appears to mark a reset in India’s foreign policy outlook
in its year as G20 president: one which has made the Government reclaim the true meaning of
non-alignment, in the wake of the Ukraine war where it refused to take sides. Minister of State
for External Affairs Meenakshi Lekhi’s visit to Cuba as it took over G77 chairpersonship (a
grouping India has shunned) and the invitation to the President of Egypt, a NAM co-founder, as
Republic Day chief guest were significant too.

Of note were some of the summit’s exclusions: Pakistan and Afghanistan. Of note too was the
inclusion of Myanmar, whose junta regime has not been recognised but with which India has
chosen to forge closer ties. It is hoped that the collective South-South understanding of global
issues will lead to a more inclusive meeting at the summit level, particularly with reference to
South Asian and the subcontinent’s regional problems. It is also of note that the grouping did not
release a common or joint statement, and much of the narrative on outcomes is built on what Mr.
Modi and Mr. Jaishankar said. For India to be heard as the ‘Voice of the Global South at the
G20’, it must reflect on the aspirations of the other nations and amplify them, as a true leader of
the developing world at the G20 summit later this year.
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A view of the new exhibition curated by China’s People’s Liberation Army in Beijing’s Military
Museum. | Photo Credit: Ananth Krishnan

One of the most disquieting puzzles the Indian strategic community has been confronted with
since 2020 are the sources of New Delhi’s underbalancing behaviour towards China. A lot has
been written, not without reason, about the domestic political compulsions behind the BJP-led
government’s chaotic China policy. And yet, does the answer to India’s underbalancing
behaviour lay solely in domestic political considerations?

More so, how exactly should we characterise India’s underbalancing behaviour vis-à-vis the
China threat? Does it amount to buckpassing (hoping someone else will deal with it),
appeasement of the source of the threat itself (China), hiding from the threat altogether, or is it a
combination of all these? Will going easy on China moderate China’s aggression? Or does New
Delhi think that ignoring the China threat will make it disappear eventually? 

To begin with, there is a growing consciousness within the government and the larger strategic
community in India that China is a threat to India’s national security. There has been a clear shift
of focus from the Line of Control (LoC) to the Line of Actual Control (LAC) and the consequent
force redeployment has been considerable. There has also been some decisive effort to curtail
India’s tech-coupling with China. And yet, there doesn’t appear to be a comprehensive
assessment of the China threat, and an evaluation of potential Indian responses. What is
missing is an unambiguous political commitment to meet the China threat. New Delhi’s China
strategy is akin to closing one’s eyes and pretending it is dark around.

Needless to say, that the heart of the Indian approach is based on the belief that balancing
China is fraught with risks. To begin with, it is neither possible nor desirable for India to actively
man the entire LAC with China. Secondly, responding to China could potentially spread the fight,
thereby creating more flashpoints on the LAC, something New Delhi wants to avoid. Thirdly,
India’s underbalancing behaviour is also a result of the uncertain outcomes of a military
escalation with a superior power.

And yet, there are also significant risks in the current strategy of underbalancing China. For one,
given the absence of active Indian responses, a far more powerful China is likely to increase the
tempo of its territorial pursuits. More so, underbalancing China also entails a lack of political
clarity regarding the China threat and the articulation of redlines to meet that threat. This, in turn,
leads to an uncertainty about what India’s friends and partners could or would do for India if
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there is a standoff with China. 

There seems to be a strong strand of thinking in New Delhi that we should wait to build our
capability to take on the China threat. But such a strategy of ‘threat postponement’ is based on
misplaced optimism as China will continue to grow stronger than India. And by the time India
catches up, if ever, it would be too late to take back the lost territory. 

There may be some merit in the hypothesis that if there is no clear political articulation, China
could exploit the policy confusion in New Delhi and keep probing the borders. But does
unambiguous political articulation of the China threat and setting redlines by New Delhi help?
Theoretically yes, but doing so is not without dangers.

The most important problem with clarity and articulation is an unavoidable commitment trap — if
you do not follow through, your threats are hollow, thereby further emboldening China. But the
most challenging part of articulating the source of threat and setting redlines is the danger of
escalation. So New Delhi’s dilemma is this: while escalation is replete with uncertainty, non-
escalation comes with slow but certain loss of territory. 

In other words, while domestic political calculation might be prompting the government to
insufficiently acknowledge the China threat, there are also other ‘understandable’ reasons
behind the current strategy of underbalancing China. So, what indeed are New Delhi’s options in
order to deal with the China threat?

One, potential strategy is calibrated escalation. New Delhi could employ a tit-for-tat strategy and
consider occupying unmanned areas on the Chinese side. This is doable, but India must be
prepared for similar actions from the Chinese side. Two, New Delhi could further raise the
economic costs for China by reducing high tech Chinese imports in select areas. Three, it is
perhaps an opportune moment for New Delhi to consider nuclear modernisation and perhaps
even develop low yield weapons. Why not retest its thermonuclear weapons to strengthen its
nuclear deterrence, thereby sending a message to Beijing? 

Four, notwithstanding the accuracy of the argument that India’s growing strategic partnership
with the U.S. is the reason behind China’s aggression, China’s aggression is indeed a good
reason for New Delhi to strengthen its strategic partnership with the U.S. and the West. We must
become more open and forthcoming about it. There must be more clarity on how India’s key
strategic partnerships and defence agreements will come to its aid in the event of an escalatory
situation with China. That Beijing will go easy on New Delhi if the latter goes slow with
Washington is a dangerous expectation in the garb of a lazy argument. Underbalancing China
has not helped, and it is now time to devise strategies to balance the China threat. 

Happymon Jacob is the founder of Council for Strategic and Defence Research, and teaches at
the School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi
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A handout picture from Syria where Syria’s President Bashar al-Assad is meeting Russia’s
Special Envoy for Syria, Alexander Lavrentiev, and the accompanying delegation in the capital
Damascus in January 2023 | Photo Credit: AFP

As Syria enters the 13th year of its lethal civil conflict, a bomb explosion in Istanbul on
November 13, that killed six persons, seems to have accelerated a diplomatic process which
could bring peace to that tormented land. Turkish authorities immediately blamed Kurdish
militants in Syria, represented by the People’s Protection Units (YPG, in its Kurdish acronym),
for the bombing, and even arrested a Syrian woman who confessed to her affiliation with
Kurdish organisations in Turkey and Syria.

From November 20, Turkey initiated “Operation Claw-Sword” with a series of bombings on
Kurdish targets in both Syria and Iraq. Turkish attacks are directed at the Syrian Democratic
Forces (SDF) that includes the YPG and, under American protection, controls large parts of
northeast Syria. It has close ties with its domestic Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), which is
viewed by Turkey as a terrorist organisation.

Since May last year, Turkey has been threatening to launch a military invasion against Kurdish
positions in Syria. This has been postponed on Russian insistence, giving Turkey an opportunity
to consider diplomatic options to serve its security interests.

At the end of November, the Turkish President, Recep Tayyip Erdoan, after an earlier
conversation with Russian President Vladimir Putin, proposed a re-engagement with Syria,
starting with meetings of Defence and Foreign Ministers, and culminating with a summit of the
three leaders.

With Mr. Erdoan facing elections in June, there are domestic considerations in play as well. A
tough anti-Kurd posture appeals to Turkey’s nationalists, while improved relations with
Damascus will facilitate the return of 3.7 million Syrian refugees whose presence has caused
considerable unhappiness among the general Turkish population.

Editorial | Dangerous gamble: On Turkey’s attacks on Syrian Kurds 

The meeting of Defence Ministers took place in Moscow on December 28 — the first Minister-
level meeting between Syria and Turkey since 2011. However, the complex issues that divide

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/dangerous-gamble-the-hindu-editorial-on-turkeys-attacks-on-syrian-kurds/article66271141.ece
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Syria and Turkey have become quickly apparent. Syrian media reported that Turkey had agreed
to withdraw from territories that its forces occupy in northern Syria, and replaced by Syrian
government forces. But Turkey has immediately clarified that while it has no designs on Syrian
territory, its troops will withdraw only when there is no terrorist threat — a clear reference to the
SDF.

Amidst the Ukraine war, Turkey has continued its balancing act between the United States and
Russia: it has supplied drones to Ukraine; but it has also facilitated agreements relating to grain
supplies through the Bosphorus and has refused to join the Western sanctions on Russia.

Turkey and Russia continue to work closely together in Syria, though differences remain. On the
question of the Kurds, the Russian and Syrian priority is to detach the Kurds from the U.S., curb
their separatist aspirations, and ensure the integrity of Syria. They hope to address Turkey’s
demand for a 30-km “security zone” across the Syria-Turkey border by replacing Kurdish militia
with Syrian government troops. However, Turkey has not disengaged itself so far from the
extremists of the Hayat Tahreer al-Sham (HTS) that control the northern Idlib province, a crucial
Russian and Syrian demand.

Some progress on the Kurd issue is apparent: in the face of Turkey’s threats to invade Syria in
November, the U.S. quickly evacuated its diplomatic personnel from the region, viewed as
signalling little interest in protecting the Kurds. It is in this background that the leader of the SDF,
Mazloum Abdi, has spoken publicly about the importance of Syrian unity and the need for
“coordination with the Syrian army to prevent a Turkish occupation of Syria”.

Syria believes it has a much stronger hand than earlier. Syria is being increasingly included
within the Arab fold: besides the United Arab Emirates and Bahrain having opened embassies in
Damascus, in early December, a Syrian-Saudi dialogue took place in Riyadh over four days on
combating extremism. Symbolically, the Syrian flag flew on Riyadh’s streets during Chinese
President Xi Jinping’s visit (December 7-9). The kingdom has encouraged this rapprochement
with Syria to ensure that Arab interests are not diluted under Turkish and Iranian influence.

The U.S. remains firmly opposed to the Russia-sponsored tripartite talks and the improvement of
the regional states’ ties with Syria. But it has little capacity to oppose Turkish initiatives in Syria
or to provide effective support to the beleaguered Kurds. It retains 900 troops in northeast Syria,
but has no idea regarding what purpose they are to serve.

Again, Russia and Iran remain strong supporters of Syria’s crucial interests — the eradication of
HTS extremists at Idlib, the dilution of Kurdish aspirations for autonomy and the incorporation of
the Kurds within the Syrian state, and the exit of the rump U.S. military presence in the
northeast. Hence, Syria has so far shown no overt enthusiasm about high-level engagements
with Turkey, hoping to obtain more firm Turkish guarantees relating to its interests. This is
perhaps being facilitated by Iran: Iran’s Foreign Minister Hossein Amir-Abdollahian met Mr.
Erdoan and his Turkish counterpart during his visit to Ankara on January 17, while the latter has
said he could meet the Syrian Foreign Minister in early February.

These trends suggest that the coming year, after more than a decade, could see the slow return
to peace in Syria.

Talmiz Ahmad is a former diplomat
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File photo of the Microsoft logo | Photo Credit: REUTERS

(This article is part of Today’s Cache, The Hindu’s newsletter on emerging themes at the
intersection of technology, innovation and policy. To get it in your inbox, subscribe here.)

The beleaguered tech sector might be hit by another round of layoffs, as media outlets have
cited anonymous sources to report that software giant Microsoft is planning to slash about 5% of
its workforce, or let go of roughly 11,000 people. The affected departments potentially include
human resources and engineering, Reuters reported. According to data from last year, the
company had around 2,21,000 full-time employees. Microsoft did not confirm or deny the reports
about possible layoffs.

The AI-powered chat bot ChatGPT by OpenAI that is publicly available as a research release
has been used for several illegal tasks, including writing malicious code, phishing emails, and
malware. However, a writer at the Cyber Careers blog who tested the tool noted that ChatGPT
lately refused to comply with such unethical requests and warned users about the
consequences of their actions. However, there still exists the risk that users might be able to
trick the large language model into helping them generate malware. With Microsoft planning to
offer ChatGPT to Azure OpenAI service users, ensuring that the tool complies with international
laws is a must.

iPhone and MacBook maker Apple has indefinitely delayed the launch of its augmented reality
glasses in favour of working on a mixed reality headset that could be revealed this year,
reported Bloomberg News. “Technical challenges” was reportedly the reason for hitting pause
on the glasses. In an attempt to cut costs in its new headset, Apple may opt for chips closer to
those used in its iPhones rather than the premium chips in its MacBooks.
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INDIA REITERATES ITS POSITION AS A RESILIENT
ECONOMY WITH A STRONG LEADERSHIP PROVIDING
STABLE POLICY TO THE GLOBAL INVESTORS AT THE
WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM (WEF)

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: International Treaties & Agreements, and other important
organizations

In line with this year’s WEF theme, “Cooperation in a Fragmented World”, India has reiterated its
position as a resilient economy with a strong leadership providing stable policy to the global
investors at the World Economic Forum (WEF) at Davos.  India’s focus areas at WEF this year
are investment opportunities, infrastructural landscape and its inclusive & sustainable growth
story. 

Taking forward the strategy and presence of India during WEF Annual Meeting in May 2022, the
Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT) has taken the initiative to
further strengthen India’s presence through three lounges with focus on investment opportunity,
sustainability and inclusive approach to compliment economic growth. 

In addition, the presence of State lounges of Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and Telangana along
with business lounges of HCL, Wipro, Infosys and TCS have added strength to India’s presence
on the Davos promenade. The entire India contingent of the central government, state
government, businesses and officials have put together a common front to present India at the
global state. 

1. India Lounge at Promenade 68

The India lounge is the focal point of all business engagements taking place on the side-lines of
the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting 2023. In line with the Government of India’s
priorities, the India Lounge has organized sessions, roundtables & fireside chats on India’s
growth wave, energy transition, the transforming infrastructure landscape, rising digitalization,
fintech, healthcare, electronic & semiconductor supply chain & startup ecosystem. 

There is a digital showcase of key manufacturing sectors, Startups, India’s G20 presidency and
India’s focus on infrastructure. Complementing this, the lounge has curated authentic Indian One
District One Product (ODOP) souvenirs along with Indian food showcasing India’s heritage and
culture. 

The lounge was jointly inaugurated by Union Minister of Women and Child Development and
Minority Affairs, Smt Smriti Irani, Union Minister of Health & Family Welfare, Chemicals &
Fertilizers, Dr Mansukh Mandaviya and Union Minister of Power, New & Renewable Energy,
Shri R K Singh. 

2. India Inclusivity Lounge at Promenade 63

The Inclusivity lounge at Promenade 63 at World Economic Forum redefines the Davos
narrative with the vision of the Prime Minister of India, Shri Narendra Modi for inclusivity.
Traditionally only select few big businesses were present at Davos. In 2023, India at Davos has
a special lounge that represents the voice of the smaller enterprises, individual artisans, women
self-help groups, specially abled etc. The lounge showcases hand-made products that represent
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years of rich Indian heritage and cultural history and generations of craftsmanship. 

The products represent all States and Union Territories of India, ranging from coconut cutlery
from Andaman to  Khurja pottery from Uttar Pradesh. They span across all sectors from textiles
to handicrafts to social empowerment.  The products are showcased not only physically but also
using interactive methods though immersive technologies. The Augmented Reality models allow
any person, anywhere in the world to see what an Indian-made product looks like at their home,
on their console. The exact coordinates of latitude and longitude of the production site are also
captured. The lounge was inaugurated by Smt. Smriti Irani, Union Minister of Women & Child
Development and Minority Affairs. 

3. India Sustainability Lounge at Promenade 49 

Through this lounge, India showcases new and emerging technologies that are set to address
the climate change issues faced round the world. It also shows leadership in combating climate
change and meeting the Sustainable Developmental Goals (SDGs), as is reflected in many of its
developmental schemes. India would be showcasing these technologies through five broad
themes which are mentioned below: 

1. Energy Sector

2. Natural Resource Management

3. Sustainable infrastructure and Mobility 

4. Food and Nutritional Security 

5. Circular Economy

This endeavor has brought together policy makers, Innovators, Startups and thought leaders to
put across the narrative and efforts in this space. Along with this the lounge is enabling
collaboration and cooperation with businesses and industry bodies from across the world to be
part of India’s journey to Net Zero. 

The lounge showcases automated manual scavenging robot along with 12 startup prototypes.
Interactive screen with a carbon calculator along with information on the innovation world in the
realm of sustainability are also showcased at the lounge. A fireside chat was held on Climate
Change and Technology : Innovation for the Environment with an audience of 80+ people
having panelists from the Startup Ecosystem , Corporates  and Think Tanks. Discussions
around Financing Technology, adoption challenges, Behavioral changes and trends in the cross
section of Technology and Sustainability were discussed. 

Minister Smt. Smriti Irani participated in a session on Gender Equality. It reinforced the urgent
need for action on gender equality and bring together leaders from across generations, sectors
and continents to discuss their focus, highlight challenges, progress, inspiring commitments and
essential action needed for urgent progress for women and girls. Hon’ble Minister Mandaviya
met his counterpart from Germany to discuss increasing cooperation in medical tourism, pharma
sector & digital health.

There was a footfall of almost 500 people across all three India lounges on arrival day. There
was tremendous positive sentiment and great interest towards India. 

**********
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In line with this year’s WEF theme, “Cooperation in a Fragmented World”, India has reiterated its
position as a resilient economy with a strong leadership providing stable policy to the global
investors at the World Economic Forum (WEF) at Davos.  India’s focus areas at WEF this year
are investment opportunities, infrastructural landscape and its inclusive & sustainable growth
story. 

Taking forward the strategy and presence of India during WEF Annual Meeting in May 2022, the
Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT) has taken the initiative to
further strengthen India’s presence through three lounges with focus on investment opportunity,
sustainability and inclusive approach to compliment economic growth. 

In addition, the presence of State lounges of Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and Telangana along
with business lounges of HCL, Wipro, Infosys and TCS have added strength to India’s presence
on the Davos promenade. The entire India contingent of the central government, state
government, businesses and officials have put together a common front to present India at the
global state. 

1. India Lounge at Promenade 68

The India lounge is the focal point of all business engagements taking place on the side-lines of
the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting 2023. In line with the Government of India’s
priorities, the India Lounge has organized sessions, roundtables & fireside chats on India’s
growth wave, energy transition, the transforming infrastructure landscape, rising digitalization,
fintech, healthcare, electronic & semiconductor supply chain & startup ecosystem. 

There is a digital showcase of key manufacturing sectors, Startups, India’s G20 presidency and
India’s focus on infrastructure. Complementing this, the lounge has curated authentic Indian One
District One Product (ODOP) souvenirs along with Indian food showcasing India’s heritage and
culture. 

The lounge was jointly inaugurated by Union Minister of Women and Child Development and
Minority Affairs, Smt Smriti Irani, Union Minister of Health & Family Welfare, Chemicals &
Fertilizers, Dr Mansukh Mandaviya and Union Minister of Power, New & Renewable Energy,
Shri R K Singh. 

2. India Inclusivity Lounge at Promenade 63

The Inclusivity lounge at Promenade 63 at World Economic Forum redefines the Davos
narrative with the vision of the Prime Minister of India, Shri Narendra Modi for inclusivity.
Traditionally only select few big businesses were present at Davos. In 2023, India at Davos has
a special lounge that represents the voice of the smaller enterprises, individual artisans, women
self-help groups, specially abled etc. The lounge showcases hand-made products that represent
years of rich Indian heritage and cultural history and generations of craftsmanship. 

The products represent all States and Union Territories of India, ranging from coconut cutlery
from Andaman to  Khurja pottery from Uttar Pradesh. They span across all sectors from textiles
to handicrafts to social empowerment.  The products are showcased not only physically but also
using interactive methods though immersive technologies. The Augmented Reality models allow
any person, anywhere in the world to see what an Indian-made product looks like at their home,
on their console. The exact coordinates of latitude and longitude of the production site are also
captured. The lounge was inaugurated by Smt. Smriti Irani, Union Minister of Women & Child
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Development and Minority Affairs. 

3. India Sustainability Lounge at Promenade 49 

Through this lounge, India showcases new and emerging technologies that are set to address
the climate change issues faced round the world. It also shows leadership in combating climate
change and meeting the Sustainable Developmental Goals (SDGs), as is reflected in many of its
developmental schemes. India would be showcasing these technologies through five broad
themes which are mentioned below: 

1. Energy Sector

2. Natural Resource Management

3. Sustainable infrastructure and Mobility 

4. Food and Nutritional Security 

5. Circular Economy

This endeavor has brought together policy makers, Innovators, Startups and thought leaders to
put across the narrative and efforts in this space. Along with this the lounge is enabling
collaboration and cooperation with businesses and industry bodies from across the world to be
part of India’s journey to Net Zero. 

The lounge showcases automated manual scavenging robot along with 12 startup prototypes.
Interactive screen with a carbon calculator along with information on the innovation world in the
realm of sustainability are also showcased at the lounge. A fireside chat was held on Climate
Change and Technology : Innovation for the Environment with an audience of 80+ people
having panelists from the Startup Ecosystem , Corporates  and Think Tanks. Discussions
around Financing Technology, adoption challenges, Behavioral changes and trends in the cross
section of Technology and Sustainability were discussed. 

Minister Smt. Smriti Irani participated in a session on Gender Equality. It reinforced the urgent
need for action on gender equality and bring together leaders from across generations, sectors
and continents to discuss their focus, highlight challenges, progress, inspiring commitments and
essential action needed for urgent progress for women and girls. Hon’ble Minister Mandaviya
met his counterpart from Germany to discuss increasing cooperation in medical tourism, pharma
sector & digital health.

There was a footfall of almost 500 people across all three India lounges on arrival day. There
was tremendous positive sentiment and great interest towards India. 

**********
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G20 INDIA HEALTH TRACK
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: International Treaties & Agreements, and other important

organizations

The 1st Health Working Group meeting under G20 India Presidency is currently underway in in
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala. Participants including members, guest countries and invited
International Organizations are participating in the meeting.

The first day of the meeting saw multiple brainstorming sessions. The inaugural session
focussed on three key priorities of India’s Health Track in an elaborate manner.  Dr Bharati
Pravin Pawar, Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare, Shri S V Muraleedharan,
Union Minister of State for External Affairs delivered the keynote addresses as the inaugural
session commenced. Dr Bharati Pravin Pawar stated that “India Pandemic Policy must be a
defining part of our Health Policy as any health crisis today leads to an economic crisis due to
the multisectoral nature of our inter-connected world”.

Highlighting India’s strong culture of medical practices and innovation, Shri S V Muraleedharan
noted that Hon’ble Prime Minister’s clarion call for "One Earth, One Family, One Future" is pro-
planet approach, one that is in harmony with nature for an increasingly globalized world. They
inaugurated an exhibition showcasing India’s innovations, success stories and strides in digital
health landscape.

 This was followed by opening remarks by the Troika Countries (Indonesia, India and Brazil).
Shri Rajesh Bhushan, Union Health Secretary highlighted the need for pandemic prevention,
preparedness, response and convergence, pro-planet approach, continued focus on AMR &
One Health, developing blueprint for Vaccine Therapeutics and Diagnostics (VTDs),
harmonizing a global network for countries, building consensus on digital health and mobilizing
fund for the same.

 

During the first session on “Health Emergencies Prevention, Preparedness and Response”, the
 key speakers were Dr. Anders Nordstrom, Ambassador of Global Health, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Sweden. Prof Vinod K Paul, Member, NITI Aayog, and Dr. Sylvie Briand, Director of the
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Pandemic and Epidemic Diseases Department, WHO. Dr. Paul elaborated on CoWIN platform
and other digital health interventions developed in India in past few years. He showcased how
India turned CoWIN platform into a digital public good for the benefit of the world. Whereas, Dr.
Sylvie Briand underlined the need of world being prepared for the future health emergencies
through the blueprint of 5Cs.

Discussions during session 2 on “Strengthening Cooperation in Pharmaceutical Sector with
Focus on Access and Availability to Safe, Effective, Quality and Affordable Medical
Countermeasures” centered around fundamental building blocks of VTDs by Dr. Soumya
Swaminathan, former Chief Scientist, WHO. She elaborated on the need for effective research
and development along with strengthening clinical trials. Dr. Swaminathan highlighted the gaps
in R&D and manufacturing of Vaccines, Therapeutics and Diagnostics (VTDs) in LMICs (Lower
and Middle Income Countries). She also discussed eight principles of Equitable Allocation
Framework with focus on solidarity, accountability, and transparency. Dr. Soumya flagged the
importance of technology transfer and diversified manufacturing, establishing R&D networks and
collaborations.

Other important speakers included Dr. Raymond Bruce J. Aylward, Senior Advisor to the DG-
WHO. Dr. Aylward explained the rationale for new Medical Counter Measures (MCM) platform
for future pandemics, including its vision, scope and design. He stressed on the need to focus
on inclusivity, transparency, timeliness and agility of the platform.

The first day of the meeting also saw bilateral meetings along with cultural programs happening
on the side. Kathakali demonstration, Kalamezhuth, Sarappakkalam art were showcased at the
event along with calligraphy (Malayalam). The day ended with a multimedia mega show with the
theme- World as one  family.  
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The 1st Health Working Group meeting under G20 India Presidency is currently underway in in
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala. Participants including members, guest countries and invited
International Organizations are participating in the meeting.

The first day of the meeting saw multiple brainstorming sessions. The inaugural session
focussed on three key priorities of India’s Health Track in an elaborate manner.  Dr Bharati
Pravin Pawar, Union Minister of State for Health and Family Welfare, Shri S V Muraleedharan,
Union Minister of State for External Affairs delivered the keynote addresses as the inaugural
session commenced. Dr Bharati Pravin Pawar stated that “India Pandemic Policy must be a
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defining part of our Health Policy as any health crisis today leads to an economic crisis due to
the multisectoral nature of our inter-connected world”.

Highlighting India’s strong culture of medical practices and innovation, Shri S V Muraleedharan
noted that Hon’ble Prime Minister’s clarion call for "One Earth, One Family, One Future" is pro-
planet approach, one that is in harmony with nature for an increasingly globalized world. They
inaugurated an exhibition showcasing India’s innovations, success stories and strides in digital
health landscape.

 This was followed by opening remarks by the Troika Countries (Indonesia, India and Brazil).
Shri Rajesh Bhushan, Union Health Secretary highlighted the need for pandemic prevention,
preparedness, response and convergence, pro-planet approach, continued focus on AMR &
One Health, developing blueprint for Vaccine Therapeutics and Diagnostics (VTDs),
harmonizing a global network for countries, building consensus on digital health and mobilizing
fund for the same.

 

During the first session on “Health Emergencies Prevention, Preparedness and Response”, the
 key speakers were Dr. Anders Nordstrom, Ambassador of Global Health, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Sweden. Prof Vinod K Paul, Member, NITI Aayog, and Dr. Sylvie Briand, Director of the
Pandemic and Epidemic Diseases Department, WHO. Dr. Paul elaborated on CoWIN platform
and other digital health interventions developed in India in past few years. He showcased how
India turned CoWIN platform into a digital public good for the benefit of the world. Whereas, Dr.
Sylvie Briand underlined the need of world being prepared for the future health emergencies
through the blueprint of 5Cs.

Discussions during session 2 on “Strengthening Cooperation in Pharmaceutical Sector with
Focus on Access and Availability to Safe, Effective, Quality and Affordable Medical
Countermeasures” centered around fundamental building blocks of VTDs by Dr. Soumya
Swaminathan, former Chief Scientist, WHO. She elaborated on the need for effective research
and development along with strengthening clinical trials. Dr. Swaminathan highlighted the gaps
in R&D and manufacturing of Vaccines, Therapeutics and Diagnostics (VTDs) in LMICs (Lower
and Middle Income Countries). She also discussed eight principles of Equitable Allocation
Framework with focus on solidarity, accountability, and transparency. Dr. Soumya flagged the
importance of technology transfer and diversified manufacturing, establishing R&D networks and
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collaborations.

Other important speakers included Dr. Raymond Bruce J. Aylward, Senior Advisor to the DG-
WHO. Dr. Aylward explained the rationale for new Medical Counter Measures (MCM) platform
for future pandemics, including its vision, scope and design. He stressed on the need to focus
on inclusivity, transparency, timeliness and agility of the platform.

The first day of the meeting also saw bilateral meetings along with cultural programs happening
on the side. Kathakali demonstration, Kalamezhuth, Sarappakkalam art were showcased at the
event along with calligraphy (Malayalam). The day ended with a multimedia mega show with the
theme- World as one  family.  
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Workers wave Chinese and Sri Lankan national flags upon the arrival of China’s research and
survey vessel, the Yuan Wang 5 at Hambantota port on August 16, 2022. | Photo Credit: AFP

If it’s a conversation on Sri Lanka’s economy, talking points on China and India are inevitable.
‘What about China?, What will India do?’ are questions that invariably come up in casual chats,
as well as official meetings and briefings. Watching the escalating China-India contest in Sri
Lanka is a preoccupation for Sri Lankan columnists and diplomats stationed in Colombo. With
the crisis-plagued island’s imminent debt restructuring programme in focus, the interest in the
two big powers’ responses has only grown.   

For context, China is a close partner of Sri Lanka and its largest bilateral creditor. At the end of
2021, the island owed about $7.4 billion or 19.6% of its outstanding public debt to China. For Sri
Lanka watchers, especially those based in the West or India, that’s a “Chinese debt trap”.  

India is Sri Lanka’s closest neighbour with shared history and geography. India, after Japan, is
Sri Lanka’s third largest bilateral lender and a key development partner. Last year, India
extended nearly $4 billion to Sri Lanka to help mitigate its crisis. Prior to the emergency credit in
2022, Sri Lanka owed just under a billion dollars to India.  

The “Chinese debt trap” narrative is irresistible for some, despite economists in Sri Lanka and
elsewhere repeatedly debunking that theory. Sri Lanka may be in a debt trap, but it’s not
necessarily Chinese. The largest chunk of Sri Lanka’s foreign debt is owed to largely Western,
private creditors holding International Sovereign Bonds, as a recent statement by global
scholars, too, pointed out.   

But that doesn’t mean official lenders should be spared public scrutiny. Whether Chinese loans
“trap” Sri Lanka or not, it is a fact that the small island nation still owes a huge sum to a very
powerful partner. Similarly, while India pitched in with crucial assistance last year, that doesn’t
mean its other loans and investments, both state and private, should not be probed. The terms
of any of these loans, be it from China, India, private lenders, or big FDIs merit close attention.   

For journalists, therein lies the rub. Finding out how exactly Sri Lanka might be trapped in debt
requires access to information fiercely guarded by the establishment. What are the rates of
lending, what is the period of the loan, how exactly is the borrowed money being put to use,
what happens when the borrower cannot repay the amount? While these are obvious questions
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to ask, officials would usually respond with something decidedly unhelpful, but fancy-sounding,
such as: “we are working out the contours of the agreement”. Interestingly, the reductive India-
China lens framing Sri Lanka’s economic realities leaves little room even for Japan, once Sri
Lanka’s top donor and currently its second largest official lender.  

But more telling is how little Sri Lankans figure in this compulsive geopolitical framing.
Irrespective of where the money comes from, the people in whose name it is sought by the Sri
Lankan government have high stakes in its use.  

Also read | China asks India to stop ‘disturbing’ exchanges with Sri Lanka

For they see projects not merely as Indian, or Chinese assisted. They evaluate it on the basis of
whether a development project works for them, or not.

Annalingam Annarasa, a prominent fisher leader in Sri Lanka’s northern Jaffna district, has
recently been drawing attention to sea cucumber farms rapidly springing up in the war-affected
areas with Chinese investment. Fisher folk have been barred access to parts of their coastline,
and the aggressive sea cucumber cultivation is bound to damage the local marine ecosystem,
he worries. His problem is not that the project is Chinese, but that it is dangerous to their
environment and livelihoods. In fact, I met Mr. Annarasa many years ago, as someone who
vehemently opposes Indian fishing trawlers ravaging Sri Lanka’s northern seas. As a journalist-
friend of mine says: “understanding is in the general, truth is in the specifics”.  

meera.srinivasan@thehindu.co.in
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INDIA PARTICIPATES IN THE FIRST MOVERS
COALITION (FMC) LEADERSHIP MEETING OF THE
WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: International Treaties & Agreements, and other important
organizations

India participated in the First Movers Coalition (FMC) Leadership Meeting of the World
Economic Forum which deliberated on the world need for clean energy technologies to confront
climate crisis globally. Industry leaders appreciated India’s fight against COVID leveraging digital
technologies and also expressed their appreciation for Government partnering with industry in its
fight.

Secretary, Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT), Shri Anurag Jain
highlighted India’s role in democratizing the digital ecosystem at the CII-EY Session. Secretary
also participated in a public WEF Session alongside Kono Taro, Minister of Digital Affairs of
Japan where he highlighted efforts taken towards data collaboration. 

At the Building Unicorns panel, Secretary underscored India’s push for the Startup 20 (S-20)
agenda as the G20 President. At the Europe for Indian Business corridor aimed at catalyzing
investments in sustainable infrastructure, Secretary highlighted the need to enable mutually
beneficial partnerships and facilitate investments for European partners in India. Secretary also
held multiple one-on-one meetings with the industry leaders.

The overall footfall in all the three lounges was more than 900 on the first day.

India’s presence through three lounges has gained immense traction and is widely discussed
among the international business community and netizens among others. This has truly
amplified India’s participation at WEF Annual Meeting 2023 at Davos.

India Lounge at Promenade 68

The hub for major business activities in Davos, the India Lounge was bustling with interactions
among global business leaders, stakeholders from media, senior officials from other
governments, multilaterals etc.

The day commenced with a high-powered open panel on ‘Building Unicorns 2.0’ followed by a
closed-door roundtable on ‘Europe for Indian Business corridor’ which was aimed enabling
mutually beneficial partnerships including technology transfer to enable investments and
promote growth throughout the investment lifecycle.

The EU Bank has also shared it plan for active engagement with India. Three of the four Union
Ministers held their bilateral meetings at the India Lounge, which further witnessed a high surge
in visitor footfalls. The India lounge alone saw a footfall of more than 450.

Sustainability Lounge at Promenade 49

There were two sessions held at the Sustainability Lounge- the Road to net zero: the role of
PPP and another one on Mission Life with Sri Sri Ravishankar in conversation with CEO, NITI
Aayog CEO and JS, DPIIT. The lounge displayed insights on technology for environment,
financing, behavioral change, spirituality in consonance with environment were discussed. This
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lounge too had amazing response with a footfall over 300 today.

India Inclusivity Lounge at Promenade 63

The lounge was visited by Shri Ashwini Vaishnaw, Minister for Railways and Electronics and
Information Technology. He was impressed with the Craft Tracing Technology being showcased
to understand the origin of the products. The Minister for Health and Family Welfare also visited
the lounge. He experienced the display of Augmented Reality of Channapatna Toys and the
Virtual Reality immersion of Jalandhar Sports Goods. The lounge made available QR code
giving details of sellers for most of the products displayed through virtual for further
purchases/engagements on these products.

The Union Ministers also had WEF sessions on varied topics of importance such as Meeting of
the Reskilling Champions, Gender Parity for Economic Recovery, Economics of Women’s
Health, Accelerating Gender Parity in STEM, interaction with global stalwarts of industry across
various sectors including Electronics, Semi-conductors, Telecom, meetings with captains of
industry across sectors including healthcare, Pharma, Chemicals and Fertilizers, Governors’
Policy Meeting on Global Health & Healthcare Policy, Ending Tuberculosis: How Do We Get
There, The Energy Transition, The Interplay of Food, Energy, and Water etc. Apart from bilateral
meetings with senior officials from other governments, the Ministers also attended meetings with
key captains of the industry to discuss their India investment plans and business programs

******

AD/KP/MS

India participated in the First Movers Coalition (FMC) Leadership Meeting of the World
Economic Forum which deliberated on the world need for clean energy technologies to confront
climate crisis globally. Industry leaders appreciated India’s fight against COVID leveraging digital
technologies and also expressed their appreciation for Government partnering with industry in its
fight.

Secretary, Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT), Shri Anurag Jain
highlighted India’s role in democratizing the digital ecosystem at the CII-EY Session. Secretary
also participated in a public WEF Session alongside Kono Taro, Minister of Digital Affairs of
Japan where he highlighted efforts taken towards data collaboration. 

At the Building Unicorns panel, Secretary underscored India’s push for the Startup 20 (S-20)
agenda as the G20 President. At the Europe for Indian Business corridor aimed at catalyzing
investments in sustainable infrastructure, Secretary highlighted the need to enable mutually
beneficial partnerships and facilitate investments for European partners in India. Secretary also
held multiple one-on-one meetings with the industry leaders.

The overall footfall in all the three lounges was more than 900 on the first day.

India’s presence through three lounges has gained immense traction and is widely discussed
among the international business community and netizens among others. This has truly
amplified India’s participation at WEF Annual Meeting 2023 at Davos.

India Lounge at Promenade 68

The hub for major business activities in Davos, the India Lounge was bustling with interactions
among global business leaders, stakeholders from media, senior officials from other
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governments, multilaterals etc.

The day commenced with a high-powered open panel on ‘Building Unicorns 2.0’ followed by a
closed-door roundtable on ‘Europe for Indian Business corridor’ which was aimed enabling
mutually beneficial partnerships including technology transfer to enable investments and
promote growth throughout the investment lifecycle.

The EU Bank has also shared it plan for active engagement with India. Three of the four Union
Ministers held their bilateral meetings at the India Lounge, which further witnessed a high surge
in visitor footfalls. The India lounge alone saw a footfall of more than 450.

Sustainability Lounge at Promenade 49

There were two sessions held at the Sustainability Lounge- the Road to net zero: the role of
PPP and another one on Mission Life with Sri Sri Ravishankar in conversation with CEO, NITI
Aayog CEO and JS, DPIIT. The lounge displayed insights on technology for environment,
financing, behavioral change, spirituality in consonance with environment were discussed. This
lounge too had amazing response with a footfall over 300 today.

India Inclusivity Lounge at Promenade 63

The lounge was visited by Shri Ashwini Vaishnaw, Minister for Railways and Electronics and
Information Technology. He was impressed with the Craft Tracing Technology being showcased
to understand the origin of the products. The Minister for Health and Family Welfare also visited
the lounge. He experienced the display of Augmented Reality of Channapatna Toys and the
Virtual Reality immersion of Jalandhar Sports Goods. The lounge made available QR code
giving details of sellers for most of the products displayed through virtual for further
purchases/engagements on these products.

The Union Ministers also had WEF sessions on varied topics of importance such as Meeting of
the Reskilling Champions, Gender Parity for Economic Recovery, Economics of Women’s
Health, Accelerating Gender Parity in STEM, interaction with global stalwarts of industry across
various sectors including Electronics, Semi-conductors, Telecom, meetings with captains of
industry across sectors including healthcare, Pharma, Chemicals and Fertilizers, Governors’
Policy Meeting on Global Health & Healthcare Policy, Ending Tuberculosis: How Do We Get
There, The Energy Transition, The Interplay of Food, Energy, and Water etc. Apart from bilateral
meetings with senior officials from other governments, the Ministers also attended meetings with
key captains of the industry to discuss their India investment plans and business programs
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‘The majority of problems that South Asian countries face are global in nature, transcend
national borders, and necessitate a group effort’ | Photo Credit: ANI

At a time of both potential and peril, India has taken over the G20 presidency. The global food,
energy, and financial crises have been exacerbated by the climatic crisis and India has a unique
opportunity to lead from the front of one of the most influential global platforms. India has
identified several priorities, i.e. green development, climate finance and LiFE (lifestyle for
environment); accelerated, inclusive and resilient growth; accelerating progress on Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs); technological transformation and digital public infrastructure;
multilateral reforms; and women-led development. Given that the priorities are global, the motto
“Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam”, or “One Earth, One Family, One Future”, underscores how
interconnected our world is.

The majority of problems that South Asian countries face are global in nature, transcend national
borders, and necessitate group effort. The economic forecast for South Asia is bleak for the
coming year. In August 2022, inflation in Sri Lanka reached an all-time high of 64.3% as food
prices rose by 84.6% compared to a year ago. Damage caused by floods and economic losses
in Pakistan amount to more than $30 billion with an estimated restoration cost of more than $16
billion. As global fossil fuel prices have increased, the Government of Bangladesh hiked fuel
prices by more than 50% that triggered inflation of 7.5% in September, 2022.

India needs to promote collective action at the G20 that results in economic stability and peace
in the region. Providing a common regional voice is not an easy undertaking at a time when
economies in the region are under considerable stress and there are emerging geopolitical
polarisations on the horizon. Rising debt burdens of South Asian economies represent a
potential crisis that require urgent attention. India has an opportunity to effectively voice the
socio-economic aspirations of South Asia’s 1.8 billion people, representing one-third of the
global poor and as also one of the world’s fastest growing markets.

As South Asia’s largest country with the largest economy and significant global clout, India is
well poised to represent the subcontinent at these international fora. In addition, three G20
emerging economies — India, Indonesia, and Brazil — collectively make up the G20 troika to be
followed by another important G20 developing member, i.e. South Africa, the G20 President for
2025. Hence, India can draw attention to issues that are significant for South Asia and the entire
developing world, ensuring greater momentum for those nations not represented in the G20.

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/explained-all-about-the-g20-history-of-the-forum-and-indias-presidency/article66208877.ece
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Some of the key challenges facing South Asia and the developing world include a post-
pandemic recovery, a surge in commodity prices following inflationary pressures, and inclement
weather induced by climate change.

The majority of South Asian nations produce their energy from fossil fuels; 63% of the region’s
emissions of greenhouse gases come from energy generation. Since dollars are short in supply,
it has become challenging for countries to keep up with energy production. Liquefied natural gas
(LNG) used to generate 70% of the energy needs of Bangladesh, while coal used to generate
roughly 70% of the electricity needed in India. Green energy transition is one of the top priorities
for this region. Improving health infrastructure is quite important for South Asia and the G20
agenda. The discussion of global cooperation needs to go beyond technology transfers and
financial aid to cover losses and damages brought on by climate change. For South Asia, it is
important that multilateral organisations and development finance institutes supporting economic
development and good governance are reformed as these countries are major stakeholders for
these global institutes. India needs to prioritise all these issues not only to make the G20 an
effective platform but also to be the voice of billions in the region and beyond.

Being the only G20 member from South Asia, India has added responsibilities since many non-
G20 nations (particularly those in the global South) look upon India to represent their interests at
the G20, whose choices have an impact on their future prosperity and well-being. All eyes are
on India’s G20 leadership to provide a road map to tackle some of the major challenges before
the subcontinent at a time when multilateralism itself is experiencing a crisis of relevance.

Because wealthy economies have disproportionate power and influence in determining the rules
of engagement on international cooperation, trade, and finance, global governance is historically
tilted in their favour. Often it ends up having a negative impact on the ability to provide realistic
solutions to constituents such as South Asia to address issues such as development, trade,
climate action, energy transition and digital transformation. India should use its G20 chair to
reform international governance procedures and ensure fair negotiations. As sceptics keep
debating the G20’s value and significance, the South Asian giant has an opportunity to initiate
deliberations, discussions, and debates, in turn resulting in policies that provide pragmatic
solutions to pressing concerns affecting its immediate neighbourhood and beyond.

Syed Munir Khasru is Chairman of the international think tank, The Institute for Policy,
Advocacy, and Governance (IPAG), New Delhi, India, with a presence in Dhaka, Melbourne,
Vienna and Dubai. E-mail: munir.khasru@ipag.org
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PLANNING MEETING ON G20-CHIEF SCIENCE
ADVISERS ROUNDTABLE (G20-CSAR) ORGANISED BY
THE OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL SCIENTIFIC ADVISOR
TO THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: International Treaties & Agreements, and other important
organizations

The planning meeting of the G20-Chief Science Advisers Roundtable (G20-CSAR) was held
on Friday, January 20, 2023, in online mode, to discuss the agenda topics and planning for
the proposed high-level roundtables.

Dr (Mrs) Parvinder Maini, Scientific Secretary at the Office of the Principal Scientific Adviser to
the Government of India, chaired the meeting. Senior officials representing Argentina,
Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, European Union, France, Germany, Indonesia, Italy, Japan,
Korea, Mexico, Netherlands (invitee country), Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Turkey,
United Kingdom, United States participated and provided their comments & suggestions on
the topics of mutual interest for this initiative.

One Health, Open Access to Scholarly Scientific Knowledge, Emerging Technologies, and
Scientific Data Sharing are indicative sets of agenda topics for G20-CSAR that emerged
during the discussion.

G20-CSAR is a government-to-government level initiative conceptualised through India’s G20-
Presidency. The motivation of this initiative is to bring together the Chief Science Advisers and
their equivalents of G20 member countries, as well as the invited countries, to deliberate upon
and develop collaborative frameworks for some of the common pressing global science and
technology (S&T) policy issues. This initiative will also help in establishing an effective and
coherent global science advice mechanism.
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(Representatives from Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Mexico, and United States)

These G20-CSA roundtables will be an effective platform to discuss and achieve solutions to
some of the long pending as well as anticipated issues related to scientific research,
technology development and deployment. The G20-CSAR initiative will complement and
cross-feed into other working groups and initiatives under the larger G20 framework.
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(Representatives from European Union, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Russia, Saudi
Arabia, South Africa, Turkey, and United Kingdom)

“By convening G20 Chief Science Advisers Roundtable, we would like to achieve an effective
institutional arrangement to discuss global S&T policy issues which can evolve into an
effective and coherent global science advice mechanism; and solutions to some, if not all, of
the transboundary issues faced by the global S&T ecosystem.,” highlighted Dr Parvinder
Maini, Scientific Secretary at the Office of the Principal Scientific Adviser to the Government of
India, in the meeting.
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(Representatives from Australia, China, Indonesia, Japan, and Korea)

During India’s G20 presidency, two high-level G20-CSAR meetings will be organised – the 1st

G20-CSAR during 26-28 March 2023 at Hyderabad and the 2nd G20-CSAR during 27-29 Aug
2023 at Bengaluru.

*****

DS/ST

The planning meeting of the G20-Chief Science Advisers Roundtable (G20-CSAR) was held
on Friday, January 20, 2023, in online mode, to discuss the agenda topics and planning for
the proposed high-level roundtables.

Dr (Mrs) Parvinder Maini, Scientific Secretary at the Office of the Principal Scientific Adviser to
the Government of India, chaired the meeting. Senior officials representing Argentina,
Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, European Union, France, Germany, Indonesia, Italy, Japan,
Korea, Mexico, Netherlands (invitee country), Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Turkey,
United Kingdom, United States participated and provided their comments & suggestions on
the topics of mutual interest for this initiative.

One Health, Open Access to Scholarly Scientific Knowledge, Emerging Technologies, and
Scientific Data Sharing are indicative sets of agenda topics for G20-CSAR that emerged
during the discussion.

G20-CSAR is a government-to-government level initiative conceptualised through India’s G20-
Presidency. The motivation of this initiative is to bring together the Chief Science Advisers and
their equivalents of G20 member countries, as well as the invited countries, to deliberate upon
and develop collaborative frameworks for some of the common pressing global science and
technology (S&T) policy issues. This initiative will also help in establishing an effective and
coherent global science advice mechanism.
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(Representatives from Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Mexico, and United States)

These G20-CSA roundtables will be an effective platform to discuss and achieve solutions to
some of the long pending as well as anticipated issues related to scientific research,
technology development and deployment. The G20-CSAR initiative will complement and
cross-feed into other working groups and initiatives under the larger G20 framework.
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(Representatives from European Union, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Russia, Saudi
Arabia, South Africa, Turkey, and United Kingdom)

“By convening G20 Chief Science Advisers Roundtable, we would like to achieve an effective
institutional arrangement to discuss global S&T policy issues which can evolve into an
effective and coherent global science advice mechanism; and solutions to some, if not all, of
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the transboundary issues faced by the global S&T ecosystem.,” highlighted Dr Parvinder
Maini, Scientific Secretary at the Office of the Principal Scientific Adviser to the Government of
India, in the meeting.

(Representatives from Australia, China, Indonesia, Japan, and Korea)

During India’s G20 presidency, two high-level G20-CSAR meetings will be organised – the 1st

G20-CSAR during 26-28 March 2023 at Hyderabad and the 2nd G20-CSAR during 27-29 Aug
2023 at Bengaluru.
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PROMISE AND PRAGMATISM: ON JACINDA ARDERN’S
TERM AS NEW ZEALAND PM
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Jacinda Ardern’s time in office as New Zealand’s Prime Minister was rattled by several
successive challenges. At 37, the Labour leader came to power in 2017, promising a
“transformational change”. Nearly six years later when she leaves office, she would be better
remembered for her handling of crises such as the coronavirus pandemic, the far-right terror
attacks on mosques in Christchurch and volcanic eruptions. Ms. Ardern offered a leadership
model rooted in empathy and moral values — the way she handled the Christchurch shootings
is a case in point. Her approach towards the pandemic was initially popular, which helped
Labour sweep the 2020 legislative elections. New Zealand’s per capita death rate from COVID-
19 is among the lowest in the developed world. The way she announced her resignation also
won her praise — that there is “not enough in the tank” for her to continue in the top office —
which made her stand out in a world where not many leaders relinquish power easily. Chris
Hipkins, a former Minister for COVID response in Ms. Ardern’s Cabinet and a troubleshooter for
the Prime Minister, will succeed her and lead Labour in the 2023 election.

While her leadership style is widely praised, particularly among liberal sections across the world,
there are also questions on whether Ms. Ardern made good on the promises she made to the
electorate. New Zealand is one of the most expensive countries to live in. In 2017, Ms. Ardern
vowed to tackle the country’s housing crisis by constructing 1,00,000 homes, but only a fraction
has been built in the past five years. Housing prices remain extensively high, while high inflation
has left a hole in household budgets. Her promises to address child poverty (New Zealand has
one of the worst rates of child poverty in the developed world) and tackle inequality (the top 10%
control nearly half of the country’s household net worth) have fallen flat. Besides, continued
lockdowns and COVID measures even when neighbouring Australia opened up turned a chunk
of Ms. Ardern’s early admirers away from her. The slide in her popularity hit Labour’s election
prospects which prompted many within the party to question her leadership. According to a
December poll, Labour’s support stood at 33%, while 38% backed the centre-right National
Party, the main opposition. It was against this background that Ms. Ardern announced her
resignation. Mr. Hipkins now has only eight months to steady the ship and reverse the public
mood, a tall ask. He should blend Ms. Ardern’s empathetic politics with a strong economic vision
that would address New Zealand’s structural economic problems while keeping its social
harmony intact.

To read this editorial in Telugu, click here.

https://www.thehindu.com/telugu/editorial/telugu-editorial-on-jacinda-arderns-term-as-new-zealand-pm/article66426676.ece
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To read this editorial in Tamil, click here.

To read this editorial in Malayalam, click here.

To read this editorial in Hindi, click here..
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On the eternally rough road of India-Pakistan ties, any offer of talks, like the one made by
Pakistan Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif last week, is cause for equal measure of excitement
and cynicism. His words, in an interview to a United Arab Emirates (UAE) channel, that Pakistan
“had learnt a lesson from three wars” with India and wants to “live in peace with India provided
we are able to resolve our genuine problems” including “burning points like Kashmir” were seen
in New Delhi more as him clutching at straws, at a time when his country is in turmoil. Politically,
Mr. Sharif has to face elections later this year, and continues to be challenged by the opposition
led by former leader Imran Khan. Economically, Pakistan is in imminent danger of a debt default,
and is being held together by assurances of support from the UAE, Saudi Arabia and China, as
well as hopes that its IMF bailout package will come through with the adoption of more austerity
measures. Pakistan also faces a growing terror threat from its Afghan border, where despite
having a friendly regime in control, there are clashes particularly with Tehreek-e-Taliban
Pakistan fighters. Even so, Mr. Sharif’s peaceable words, coming a month after a crossing of
swords at the United Nations, indicate that there is an understanding that India is not
responsible for Pakistan’s current state of affairs, and an engagement of some sort would
benefit the government there. The Ministry of External Affairs response, that India wants “normal
neighbourly relations with Pakistan” provided there is a conducive atmosphere devoid of
“terrorism, hostility or violence” suggests that Delhi continues to hold its position, but does not
wish to snub Mr. Sharif’s offer either.

There is more to the timing of Mr. Sharif’s words; as India prepares to host the  Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO) summit this summer, invitations are going out to ensure
participation by Pakistan for the major meetings, and a more cordial relationship will ensure a
smoother ride. India’s G-20 presidency, and its desire to promote the concerns of the Global
South amidst the Ukraine war, would also benefit from peace in the neighbourhood. It remains to
be seen whether Mr. Sharif’s words were only made for effect, or with a genuine desire to push
for talks. If they are indeed followed up by Islamabad, either through the acceptance of the SCO
invite, or with a proposal to restore mission strengths in both capitals that have not had
Ambassadors since 2019, it is hoped New Delhi would reciprocate. At a time when the
government is advising Russia and Ukraine for “dialogue and diplomacy” and is seeking to
engage the Taliban out of “pragmatism”, it would seem contradictory to refuse such a chance for
enhancing regional stability, especially during a year when India’s role as a statesman is being

https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/pakistan-has-learnt-its-lesson-says-pm-shehbaz-sharif-on-wars-with-india-calls-for-serious-talks-with-pm-modi/article66385797.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/pakistan-has-learnt-its-lesson-says-pm-shehbaz-sharif-on-wars-with-india-calls-for-serious-talks-with-pm-modi/article66385797.ece
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“SHANGHAI COOPERATION ORGANIZATION FILM
FESTIVAL TO COMMENCE WITH THE WORLD
PREMIERE OF PRIYADARSHAN’S APPATHA”

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: SCO and India

Mumbai : 26 January 2023

 

The Shanghai Cooperation Organization festival will commence tommorow with the world
premiere the Tamil film "Appatha". The film is directed by Padma awardee and National Award
winning filmmaker Priyadarshan while Jio Studios and Wide Angle Creations are coproducers.

The film features National Award-winning actor Urvashi in the lead role and will be benchmarked
as her 700th film and 51 years in the Indian film industry. Director Priyadarshan has reunited
with veteran actress Urvashi after 28 years, post the film Midhunam in 1993.

On Appatha opening the festival, Union Minister of Information and Broadcasting Anurag
Thakur said, “We are immensely proud to host the SCO film festival to mark the Chairmanship
of India at SCO for 2022-23. India’s goal of organising the festival is to showcase the diversity of
films and various styles of film making from from the SCO region. We also aim to build cinematic
partnerships, have exchange of programmes, nurture young filmmaking talent and act as a
bridge between the cultures of this unique region. We are delighted to commence the festival
with the world premiere of Shri Priyadarshan’s film Appatha. It is a touching story of love and our
bond with our pets. The SCO film festival is all set to be a melting pot of myriad vibrant cultures,
spectacle of aesthetic sensibilities and sheer cinematic excellence over the next five days
beginning on 27th January”

Sharing his delight at the film opening the festival Priyadarshan, Director, Appatha said
“We are honoured Appatha has been selected as the opening film on this prestigious occasion. I
would like to thank my producers Jio Studios and Wide Angle Creations for bringing this simple
and lovely story to me. It has been a pleasure collaborating on this film and wonderful to be
working with a phenomenal talent like Urvashi on her milestone 700th film. Appatha is different
from anything I have attempted earlier and I am looking forward to seeing how the audience
react to it.”

The SCO Film Festival Film Screenings and sessions will take place at two locations in Mumbai,
4 auditoriums at the Film Division Complex at Pedder Road and one NFDC Theater at Nehru
Planetarium Building at Worli. A total of 57 Films will be showcased at the SCO Film Festival
from SCO countries. In the Competition Section, 14 feature films are competing and will be
screened and the Non-Competition section will showcase 43 Films. The films are dubbed or
subtitled in English for the benefit of the jury and local audience.

Delegate registrations can be done online at sco.nfdcindia.com or physically at the festival
venue. at INR 300 + GST for the festival or INR 100 per day. Registration for students is free of
charge on a valid identity card.

About SCO Film Festival

The Shanghai Cooperation Organization film festival (SCO Film Festival) is being organized by
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the National Film Development Corporation, a Public Sector Undertaking of the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting, in association with the SCO Council of Heads of States from the
27th - 31st of January, 2023, in Mumbai The SCO Film Festival is being organized to mark
India’s Presidency at SCO.

Source : NFDC
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premiere the Tamil film "Appatha". The film is directed by Padma awardee and National Award
winning filmmaker Priyadarshan while Jio Studios and Wide Angle Creations are coproducers.

The film features National Award-winning actor Urvashi in the lead role and will be benchmarked
as her 700th film and 51 years in the Indian film industry. Director Priyadarshan has reunited
with veteran actress Urvashi after 28 years, post the film Midhunam in 1993.

On Appatha opening the festival, Union Minister of Information and Broadcasting Anurag
Thakur said, “We are immensely proud to host the SCO film festival to mark the Chairmanship
of India at SCO for 2022-23. India’s goal of organising the festival is to showcase the diversity of
films and various styles of film making from from the SCO region. We also aim to build cinematic
partnerships, have exchange of programmes, nurture young filmmaking talent and act as a
bridge between the cultures of this unique region. We are delighted to commence the festival
with the world premiere of Shri Priyadarshan’s film Appatha. It is a touching story of love and our
bond with our pets. The SCO film festival is all set to be a melting pot of myriad vibrant cultures,
spectacle of aesthetic sensibilities and sheer cinematic excellence over the next five days
beginning on 27th January”

Sharing his delight at the film opening the festival Priyadarshan, Director, Appatha said
“We are honoured Appatha has been selected as the opening film on this prestigious occasion. I
would like to thank my producers Jio Studios and Wide Angle Creations for bringing this simple
and lovely story to me. It has been a pleasure collaborating on this film and wonderful to be
working with a phenomenal talent like Urvashi on her milestone 700th film. Appatha is different
from anything I have attempted earlier and I am looking forward to seeing how the audience
react to it.”

The SCO Film Festival Film Screenings and sessions will take place at two locations in Mumbai,
4 auditoriums at the Film Division Complex at Pedder Road and one NFDC Theater at Nehru
Planetarium Building at Worli. A total of 57 Films will be showcased at the SCO Film Festival
from SCO countries. In the Competition Section, 14 feature films are competing and will be
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venue. at INR 300 + GST for the festival or INR 100 per day. Registration for students is free of
charge on a valid identity card.

About SCO Film Festival

The Shanghai Cooperation Organization film festival (SCO Film Festival) is being organized by
the National Film Development Corporation, a Public Sector Undertaking of the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting, in association with the SCO Council of Heads of States from the
27th - 31st of January, 2023, in Mumbai The SCO Film Festival is being organized to mark
India’s Presidency at SCO.

Source : NFDC
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G20-STARTUP20 ENGAGEMENT GROUP SET TO MEET
IN HYDERABAD; INDIA TO CONVENE GLOBAL
SUPPORT FOR START-UPS, STRENGTHEN
ECOSYSTEM SYNERGIES

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: International Treaties & Agreements, and other important
organizations

New Delhi/Hyderabad: The G20 Startup20 Engagement Group will hold its inception
meeting in Hyderabad this week, featuring delegates from G20 nations and nine special
invitees from observer countries, representatives from multilateral organizations as well
as the Indian startup ecosystem.

The group formed under G20 after India assumed presidency will convene from January 28-29
anticipating a productive development of policy recommendations on entrepreneurship and
innovation priorities of and across G20 countries for the years ahead.

The meeting will create a global narrative for supporting startups and fostering synergies
between startups, corporates, investors, innovation agencies, and other key ecosystem
stakeholders.

Startup20 India Chair Dr. Chintan Vaishnav stated that as the world's third-largest startup
ecosystem, India is well-positioned to lead the charge in supporting innovative startups,
particularly in the sectors of global importance. The Startup20 Engagement Group will work to
harmonize the global startup ecosystem through consensus-based definitions and promote a
global community of knowledge sharing among startup ecosystems to explore opportunities.

“The group will also bridge the knowledge gap between the startup ecosystems of G20 member
countries and emerging economies through partnerships with enablers such as incubators and
government agencies.”

“Additionally, we aim to create supportive policies for industry players and government
organizations to work with startups, Chintan asserted.

The Startup20 has three main taskforces; the Foundation and Alliances Taskforce, Finance, and
Inclusion and Sustainability.

The Foundation and Alliances Taskforce will work to harmonize the global Startup ecosystem
through consensus-based definitions and promote a global community of knowledge sharing
among the Startup ecosystems to explore opportunities. It will also bridge the knowledge gap
between the Startup ecosystems of G20 member countries and emerging economies through
partnerships to enable more industry players across G20 nations to work with Startups and
concrete solutions. Finally, it will aim to create supportive policies for industry players and
government organizations to work with Startups and provide points of contact for the
participating G20 countries sustained collaboration.

The Finance Taskforce will aim to increase access to capital for Startups by providing financing
and investment platforms specifically for early-stage Startups to broaden the array of financial
instruments available to Startups. It will also create pitching and networking opportunities for
Startups with the global investor community. Lastly, it will work to provide a framework built upon
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best practices for global investors to fund Startups across G20 member nations, helping build
suggestive frameworks that could be implemented in emerging ecosystems for building
investment capabilities.

For Inclusion and Sustainability, the roadmap involves increasing support for women led
Startups and organizations; promotion of Startups working on making communities more
inclusive and to promote Startups working on SDGs in areas of global interest. Besides, this
Task Force aims to enable more investors to invest responsibly in Startups built upon
sustainable practices and to encourage mentorship support to the Startup ecosystems of the
G20 member countries and emerging economies.

Meanwhile, The Startup20 activities will span over five events, starting with the inception event
on January 28-29, 2023 in Hyderabad and the summit event on July 3, 2023 in Gurugram. There
will be three intervening events in different parts of India.

Expected outcomes and key deliverables of Startup20 include the official Policy Communique, a
Startup Handbook with a set of commonly agreed upon definitions and terminologies, a Global
Innovation Centre to foster collaborations across borders, and promotion of Startup20 as a
Global Point of Contact for startup ecosystems worldwide.

***

DS/LP

New Delhi/Hyderabad: The G20 Startup20 Engagement Group will hold its inception
meeting in Hyderabad this week, featuring delegates from G20 nations and nine special
invitees from observer countries, representatives from multilateral organizations as well
as the Indian startup ecosystem.

The group formed under G20 after India assumed presidency will convene from January 28-29
anticipating a productive development of policy recommendations on entrepreneurship and
innovation priorities of and across G20 countries for the years ahead.

The meeting will create a global narrative for supporting startups and fostering synergies
between startups, corporates, investors, innovation agencies, and other key ecosystem
stakeholders.

Startup20 India Chair Dr. Chintan Vaishnav stated that as the world's third-largest startup
ecosystem, India is well-positioned to lead the charge in supporting innovative startups,
particularly in the sectors of global importance. The Startup20 Engagement Group will work to
harmonize the global startup ecosystem through consensus-based definitions and promote a
global community of knowledge sharing among startup ecosystems to explore opportunities.

“The group will also bridge the knowledge gap between the startup ecosystems of G20 member
countries and emerging economies through partnerships with enablers such as incubators and
government agencies.”

“Additionally, we aim to create supportive policies for industry players and government
organizations to work with startups, Chintan asserted.

The Startup20 has three main taskforces; the Foundation and Alliances Taskforce, Finance, and
Inclusion and Sustainability.
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The Foundation and Alliances Taskforce will work to harmonize the global Startup ecosystem
through consensus-based definitions and promote a global community of knowledge sharing
among the Startup ecosystems to explore opportunities. It will also bridge the knowledge gap
between the Startup ecosystems of G20 member countries and emerging economies through
partnerships to enable more industry players across G20 nations to work with Startups and
concrete solutions. Finally, it will aim to create supportive policies for industry players and
government organizations to work with Startups and provide points of contact for the
participating G20 countries sustained collaboration.

The Finance Taskforce will aim to increase access to capital for Startups by providing financing
and investment platforms specifically for early-stage Startups to broaden the array of financial
instruments available to Startups. It will also create pitching and networking opportunities for
Startups with the global investor community. Lastly, it will work to provide a framework built upon
best practices for global investors to fund Startups across G20 member nations, helping build
suggestive frameworks that could be implemented in emerging ecosystems for building
investment capabilities.

For Inclusion and Sustainability, the roadmap involves increasing support for women led
Startups and organizations; promotion of Startups working on making communities more
inclusive and to promote Startups working on SDGs in areas of global interest. Besides, this
Task Force aims to enable more investors to invest responsibly in Startups built upon
sustainable practices and to encourage mentorship support to the Startup ecosystems of the
G20 member countries and emerging economies.

Meanwhile, The Startup20 activities will span over five events, starting with the inception event
on January 28-29, 2023 in Hyderabad and the summit event on July 3, 2023 in Gurugram. There
will be three intervening events in different parts of India.

Expected outcomes and key deliverables of Startup20 include the official Policy Communique, a
Startup Handbook with a set of commonly agreed upon definitions and terminologies, a Global
Innovation Centre to foster collaborations across borders, and promotion of Startup20 as a
Global Point of Contact for startup ecosystems worldwide.

***
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9SCO FILM FESTIVAL 2023 OPENS IN MUMBAI 
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: SCO and India

The five day SCO Film Festival opened in Mumbai Friday evening in a glittering ceremony with
the Union Minister Shri Anurag Thakur and Minister of State Ms. Meenakshi Lekhi lighting the
lamp along with other dignitaries. 

 

The Guest of Honour at the opening ceremony Ms. Hema Malini and other eminent film
personalities like Akshay Kumar, Tiger Shroff, Sajid Nadiadwala, Esha Gupta, Poonam Dhillon,
Eli Avram, Hrishita Bhatt and Jacky Bhagnani were felicitated on the occasion.

"Indian movies are a rage across SCO countries and have played a great role in people-to-
people connections " said the Minister of Information & Broadcasting, Shri Anurag Singh Thakur
adding that showcasing the diversity of films and styles of film making from SCO region is a
major goal of the film festival. Shri Thakur firther said this festival provides an incredible
opportunity to forge cinematic partnership between the countries of this region.

The SCO Film Festival screens a total of 57 films and 14 Films have been nominated in the
Competition Section of the Film Festival. These include PanNalin's Oscar short listed Gujarati
Film 'ChhelloShow' and Nikhil Mahajan's award winning Marathi Film 'Godavari'.
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The SCO Film Festival is being held during India's Presidency of the International Cooperation
Organization. It also coincides with the celebration of the Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav.

 

'Bharat Hai Hum' animation series promo released

 

 

On this occasion, the Promo of the animation series "Bharat Hai Hum" was released. The 52
part series being produced by the Central Bureau of Communication in collaboration with
Graphiti Multi Media on behalf of the Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, tells the story of
known and unknown freedom fighters to our most precious audience - the Children.  The series
under the Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav banner is being anchored by the affable cartoon characters
Krish, Trish and Baltiboy created by Munjal Shroff and Tilak Shetty.  Veteran playback singer
Sudesh Bhosale has given the voice over.
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About SCO

Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), formed in 2001 is the world's largest regional
organization in terms of geographic scope and population, covering approximately 60% of the
area of Eurasia, 40% of the world population, and more than 30% of global GDP.  India, China,
Russia, Pakistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan are the member nations.

**********

CBCDel/2801

The five day SCO Film Festival opened in Mumbai Friday evening in a glittering ceremony with
the Union Minister Shri Anurag Thakur and Minister of State Ms. Meenakshi Lekhi lighting the
lamp along with other dignitaries. 
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The Guest of Honour at the opening ceremony Ms. Hema Malini and other eminent film
personalities like Akshay Kumar, Tiger Shroff, Sajid Nadiadwala, Esha Gupta, Poonam Dhillon,
Eli Avram, Hrishita Bhatt and Jacky Bhagnani were felicitated on the occasion.

"Indian movies are a rage across SCO countries and have played a great role in people-to-
people connections " said the Minister of Information & Broadcasting, Shri Anurag Singh Thakur
adding that showcasing the diversity of films and styles of film making from SCO region is a
major goal of the film festival. Shri Thakur firther said this festival provides an incredible
opportunity to forge cinematic partnership between the countries of this region.

The SCO Film Festival screens a total of 57 films and 14 Films have been nominated in the
Competition Section of the Film Festival. These include PanNalin's Oscar short listed Gujarati
Film 'ChhelloShow' and Nikhil Mahajan's award winning Marathi Film 'Godavari'.

 

The SCO Film Festival is being held during India's Presidency of the International Cooperation
Organization. It also coincides with the celebration of the Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav.
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'Bharat Hai Hum' animation series promo released

 

 

On this occasion, the Promo of the animation series "Bharat Hai Hum" was released. The 52
part series being produced by the Central Bureau of Communication in collaboration with
Graphiti Multi Media on behalf of the Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, tells the story of
known and unknown freedom fighters to our most precious audience - the Children.  The series
under the Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav banner is being anchored by the affable cartoon characters
Krish, Trish and Baltiboy created by Munjal Shroff and Tilak Shetty.  Veteran playback singer
Sudesh Bhosale has given the voice over.

 

About SCO

Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), formed in 2001 is the world's largest regional
organization in terms of geographic scope and population, covering approximately 60% of the
area of Eurasia, 40% of the world population, and more than 30% of global GDP.  India, China,
Russia, Pakistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan are the member nations.
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2023-01-29

TRANSCENDING BOUNDARIES, INVENTING CULTURE
& THE SECRET TO INDIA'S RISING POPULARITY
DISCUSSED AT SCO FILM FESTIVAL

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: SCO and India

 

Mumbai | 28 January 2023

The Shanghai Cooperatiom Organization Film Festival hosted veterans from the film industry in
multiple sessions today. In addition to film screenings, discussion sessions were held on various
subjects ranging from music to animation and intellectual property rights.

The day began with the screening of the Gujarati film, ‘The Last Film Show’. The day also saw
the screenings of  Mom I’m Alive! From Kazakhstan, Podelniki (The Riot) from Russia, B for
Busy from China and Marathi film Godavari under the competition section.
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The first panel discussion of the day was on ‘Creating Infinite Worlds using Animation’.
Panelists Munjal Shroff, Director of Graphiti Multimedia and Jayakumar Prabhakaran, CEO of
Toonz Animation shared their personal experiences in the Indian animation industry. Panelists
also discussed how cinema and television were constantly engaging in the act of cultural
invention and the social ramifications of the same.

Renowned filmmakers Rahul Rawail and Ramesh Sippy were joined by veteran actor Asha
Pareksh in an In-Conversation session on ‘Indian Cinema’s rising popularity in the SCO
region’.  The panelists discussed factors that make Indian cinema so endearing along with
cross cultural influences in cinema. Ramesh Sippy stated that the simplicity of characters in
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cinema is what made blurring of boundaries possible. Asha Parekh cited  Music as the reason
behind these connections, while Rahul Rawail attributed the attraction towards Indian cinema to
its timeless charm.

The day ended with a 'Fire side chat' session titlee Breaking Barriers’ with Kazakh singer
and composer Dimash Kudaibergen. After leaving the audience in awe by narrating his personal
journey to stardom, Dimesh Kudaibergen stated that Music is in itself a language that
transcends boundaries.  The session and the day ended with a true embodiment of
togetherness and cooperation as Dimash Kudaibergen sang the hit bollywood song, 'Jimmy
Jimmy' from the film Disco Dancer to a roaring applause.

***

VP/DD/GSK/PK
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Mumbai | 28 January 2023

The Shanghai Cooperatiom Organization Film Festival hosted veterans from the film industry in
multiple sessions today. In addition to film screenings, discussion sessions were held on various
subjects ranging from music to animation and intellectual property rights.

The day began with the screening of the Gujarati film, ‘The Last Film Show’. The day also saw
the screenings of  Mom I’m Alive! From Kazakhstan, Podelniki (The Riot) from Russia, B for
Busy from China and Marathi film Godavari under the competition section.
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The first panel discussion of the day was on ‘Creating Infinite Worlds using Animation’.
Panelists Munjal Shroff, Director of Graphiti Multimedia and Jayakumar Prabhakaran, CEO of
Toonz Animation shared their personal experiences in the Indian animation industry. Panelists
also discussed how cinema and television were constantly engaging in the act of cultural
invention and the social ramifications of the same.

Renowned filmmakers Rahul Rawail and Ramesh Sippy were joined by veteran actor Asha
Pareksh in an In-Conversation session on ‘Indian Cinema’s rising popularity in the SCO
region’.  The panelists discussed factors that make Indian cinema so endearing along with
cross cultural influences in cinema. Ramesh Sippy stated that the simplicity of characters in
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cinema is what made blurring of boundaries possible. Asha Parekh cited  Music as the reason
behind these connections, while Rahul Rawail attributed the attraction towards Indian cinema to
its timeless charm.

The day ended with a 'Fire side chat' session titlee Breaking Barriers’ with Kazakh singer
and composer Dimash Kudaibergen. After leaving the audience in awe by narrating his personal
journey to stardom, Dimesh Kudaibergen stated that Music is in itself a language that
transcends boundaries.  The session and the day ended with a true embodiment of
togetherness and cooperation as Dimash Kudaibergen sang the hit bollywood song, 'Jimmy
Jimmy' from the film Disco Dancer to a roaring applause.

***
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G-20 INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL ARCHITECTURE
WORKING GROUP MEETING TO BE HELD IN
CHANDIGARH ON 30-31 JANUARY

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: International Treaties & Agreements, and other important
organizations

The first International Financial Architecture Working Group meeting of G-20 under the
chairmanship of India will be held in Chandigarh on 30-31 January 2023. The meeting will be
inaugurated by the Union Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Minister Shri Narendra Singh Tomar
and Food Processing Industries Minister Shri Pashupati Kumar Paras. Shri Tomar reached
Chandigarh this evening ahead of the meeting beginning tomorrow, where he was welcomed
with cultural performances from Punjab and Haryana.

The International Financial Architecture Working Group is one of the important working groups
under the G-20 finance track, which focuses on strengthening the international financial
architecture. It will also aim to address various challenges faced by vulnerable countries. Around
100 delegates from G-20 member nations, invited countries and international organizations will
participate in the two-day meeting. Discussions during the two-day meeting will be jointly
moderated by the Ministry of Finance and the Reserve Bank of India, as well as by the co-chairs
of the International Financial Architecture Working Group, - France and South Korea.

The meeting will discuss ways to enhance the stability and cohesion of the international financial
architecture and how to make it capable of addressing the global challenges of the 21st century.
The meeting will also focus on finding ways to maximize aid to poor and vulnerable countries.
On the sidelines of the G-20 Working Group meeting on January 30, a G-20 event titled 'Central
Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs): Opportunities and Challenges' will also be held. The objective
of the event is to share country experiences and develop a deeper understanding of the wider
implications of CBDCs. Prior to this meeting, a number of events have been organized across
the city in Chandigarh, indicating widespread 'people's participation' and interest in the G-20
events under India's chairmanship.
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As a precursor a seminar on "Central Bank Digital Currencies: The Indian Story" was organized
in Chandigarh on 25 January 2023. The events are aimed at creating awareness about India's
chairmanship of the G-20 in 2023 and its theme "Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam" or "One Earth - One
Family - One Future".

During India's G-20 Presidency, this working group will meet further in March, June and
September to continue discussions on the priorities set under India’s Presidency. The
discussions at the International Financial Architecture Working Group meeting will inform the G-
20 Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors (FMCBGs) on key deliberations on related
priorities under India's G-20 finance track. The first meeting of the G-20 Finance Ministers and
Central Bank Governors is scheduled to be held in Bengaluru on 24-25 February 2023.

*****

SNC/PK/MS

 

The first International Financial Architecture Working Group meeting of G-20 under the
chairmanship of India will be held in Chandigarh on 30-31 January 2023. The meeting will be
inaugurated by the Union Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Minister Shri Narendra Singh Tomar
and Food Processing Industries Minister Shri Pashupati Kumar Paras. Shri Tomar reached
Chandigarh this evening ahead of the meeting beginning tomorrow, where he was welcomed
with cultural performances from Punjab and Haryana.

The International Financial Architecture Working Group is one of the important working groups
under the G-20 finance track, which focuses on strengthening the international financial
architecture. It will also aim to address various challenges faced by vulnerable countries. Around
100 delegates from G-20 member nations, invited countries and international organizations will
participate in the two-day meeting. Discussions during the two-day meeting will be jointly
moderated by the Ministry of Finance and the Reserve Bank of India, as well as by the co-chairs
of the International Financial Architecture Working Group, - France and South Korea.

The meeting will discuss ways to enhance the stability and cohesion of the international financial
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architecture and how to make it capable of addressing the global challenges of the 21st century.
The meeting will also focus on finding ways to maximize aid to poor and vulnerable countries.
On the sidelines of the G-20 Working Group meeting on January 30, a G-20 event titled 'Central
Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs): Opportunities and Challenges' will also be held. The objective
of the event is to share country experiences and develop a deeper understanding of the wider
implications of CBDCs. Prior to this meeting, a number of events have been organized across
the city in Chandigarh, indicating widespread 'people's participation' and interest in the G-20
events under India's chairmanship.

As a precursor a seminar on "Central Bank Digital Currencies: The Indian Story" was organized
in Chandigarh on 25 January 2023. The events are aimed at creating awareness about India's
chairmanship of the G-20 in 2023 and its theme "Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam" or "One Earth - One
Family - One Future".

During India's G-20 Presidency, this working group will meet further in March, June and
September to continue discussions on the priorities set under India’s Presidency. The
discussions at the International Financial Architecture Working Group meeting will inform the G-
20 Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors (FMCBGs) on key deliberations on related
priorities under India's G-20 finance track. The first meeting of the G-20 Finance Ministers and
Central Bank Governors is scheduled to be held in Bengaluru on 24-25 February 2023.
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ROUND TABLE ON 'REACHING OUT - INDIA AND THE
SCO' ORGANIZE AT SCO FILM FESTIVAL

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: International Treaties & Agreements, and other important
organizations

 

Mumbai | 29 January 2023

 

A Round Table, ‘Reaching Out- India and the SCO,’ was organised along the sidelines of the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization Film Festival in Mumbai. The session aimed to facilitate
engagement between the Union Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, Indian Industry
stakeholders, filmmakers and the Jury members of the Film Festival to explore possible avenues
of collaboration between India and the SCO countries. Organized under the aegis of The
Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, the National Film Development Corporation, and the Film
Facilitation Office, Invest India, the session was chaired by Neerja Sekhar, Additional Secretary,
Ministry of Information & Broadcasting and moderated by Prithul Kumar, Joint Secretary (Films)
and Managing Director (NFDC).

During the session, SCO member nations were urged to promote talent exchange and explore
Co-production Agreements with India and avail benefits of the existing Indian film incentives
through joint projects.Given that there are relatively strong film industries in India and the
participating countries, there is immense potential for promoting India as a destination for film
industries of other nations. Potential alao exists for providing facilities for Indian films being
filmed in these countries.
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India currently has bilateral audio-visual co-production agreements with China and Russia.
There is active consideration for co-production agreements with member countries such as
Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgystan and Dialogue States such as Turkey. There is close co-
operation between the film industries of India, Nepal and Sri Lanka although there are no
bilateral agreements. Over the past 6 years there has been one Indo-Chinese Co-Production
and One Indo-Russian Co- Production.

A number of films for the SCO countries such as China (5), Iran (2), Kazakhstan (1), Nepal (1),
Russia (2), Sri Lanka (1) and Turkey (1) have been granted permission to shoot in India and
many Indian films have been shot in almost all the member countries. The main objective of the
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roundtable was to share experiences and provide insights and suggestions for improving the
overall ecosystem and outreach in terms of

Incentives for foreign production and official co-productions announced by Government of India

***
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A Round Table, ‘Reaching Out- India and the SCO,’ was organised along the sidelines of the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization Film Festival in Mumbai. The session aimed to facilitate
engagement between the Union Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, Indian Industry
stakeholders, filmmakers and the Jury members of the Film Festival to explore possible avenues
of collaboration between India and the SCO countries. Organized under the aegis of The
Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, the National Film Development Corporation, and the Film
Facilitation Office, Invest India, the session was chaired by Neerja Sekhar, Additional Secretary,
Ministry of Information & Broadcasting and moderated by Prithul Kumar, Joint Secretary (Films)
and Managing Director (NFDC).

During the session, SCO member nations were urged to promote talent exchange and explore
Co-production Agreements with India and avail benefits of the existing Indian film incentives
through joint projects.Given that there are relatively strong film industries in India and the
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participating countries, there is immense potential for promoting India as a destination for film
industries of other nations. Potential alao exists for providing facilities for Indian films being
filmed in these countries.

India currently has bilateral audio-visual co-production agreements with China and Russia.
There is active consideration for co-production agreements with member countries such as
Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgystan and Dialogue States such as Turkey. There is close co-
operation between the film industries of India, Nepal and Sri Lanka although there are no
bilateral agreements. Over the past 6 years there has been one Indo-Chinese Co-Production
and One Indo-Russian Co- Production.
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A number of films for the SCO countries such as China (5), Iran (2), Kazakhstan (1), Nepal (1),
Russia (2), Sri Lanka (1) and Turkey (1) have been granted permission to shoot in India and
many Indian films have been shot in almost all the member countries. The main objective of the
roundtable was to share experiences and provide insights and suggestions for improving the
overall ecosystem and outreach in terms of

Incentives for foreign production and official co-productions announced by Government of India
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UNION MINISTERS SHRI TOMAR AND SHRI PARAS
INAUGURATE THE MEETING OF G-20 INTERNATIONAL
FINANCIAL ARCHITECTURE WORKING GROUP

Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

The two-day meeting of the first International Financial Architecture Working Group of G-20,
being held under the chairmanship of India, was inaugurated in Chandigarh today by the Union
Minister of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Shri Narendra Singh Tomar and Minister of Food
Processing Industries, Shri Pashupati Kumar Paras. On this occasion, Shri Tomar said that India
is developing rapidly with science and innovation, both of them are deeply connected with the
future of India. We have leveraged technology to create the digital public infrastructure. We have
been a significant contributor to financial inclusion in global healthcare and the move to
sustainable energy while people-centric development is the basis of our national strategy. This is
the same philosophy that the theme of our G-20 Presidency, - 'One Earth, One Family, One
Future', also underlines.

Union Minister Shri Tomar said that India's chairmanship of G-20 is a proud moment for all our
citizens, besides we are well aware of the responsibilities that come with this historic occasion.
Today the world is facing many complex challenges, which are deeply interlinked and are not
defined by boundaries alone. The challenges being faced are global in nature and require global
solutions, therefore the world community today needs to push more towards globally
coordinated policies and actions. There is also a need for a renewed faith in multilateralism. Our
nation, that is fully committed to democracy and multilateralism,  is poised to demonstrate not
only multidimensional development but is also ready to display universally recognized power. It
is not surprising that India was described as a beacon in a fragile world at the recently held
World Economic Forum meeting and India's commitment to climate goals and return to the post-
Covid development path has been lauded by one and all.

Shri Tomar said that India is ready to fulfil the responsibility given to it. We will be happy to share
our template of the development model, so also we look forward to learning from all. Through
our priorities and outcomes this year, through deliberations, we aim to find practical global
solutions. In doing so, we also take a keen interest in amplifying the voice of the Developing
countries. Shri Tomar said that we cannot leave anyone behind now. Through our inclusive,
ambitious, action-oriented and decisive agenda of the G-20, we aim to express the true spirit of
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our goal, - 'Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam'.

Referring to the exemplary contribution of this group in providing aid to the most vulnerable and
low-income developing countries in the recent years, he said the measures taken to alleviate the
rising insecurity over credit flow are particularly noteworthy. The growing momentum regarding
efforts will continue during India's chairmanship in 2023. The group will also consider how we
can leverage the group’s comfortable position to redesign global and financial governance.
Under the chairmanship of India, the group will try to find out how to better equip the multilateral
development banks, the major catalysts of development, to meet the global challenges of the
21st century. Remembering the Father of the Nation, Mahatma Gandhi on this occasion, Shri
Tomar quoted him and welcomed the delegates on behalf of the Prime Minister Shri Narendra
Modi and all citizens of India, wishing success to the meeting.

Union Minister Shri Paras said in the meeting that India's effort is to facilitate constructive
dialogue, create, share knowledge and share the collective aspiration for a secure, peaceful and
prosperous world. We have to work together in the direction. He said that during India’s
presidency of the G-20, it is our responsibility to advance progress and ensure that the
international financial architecture today is well equipped to meet the acute challenges and
provide maximum support to vulnerable groups. The Prime Minister Shri Modi, in his address to
the World Economic Forum, Davos Summit, deliberated upon whether the multilateral
organizations are ready to meet the challenges of the new world order. This working group is
committed to meeting these challenges and in order to enhance their contribution to
development financing towards meeting the development goals, this group may explore options
to strengthen these organizations. It is imperative to urgently identify such systems that enable
the financial assistance provided by international financial institutions is effectively responsive to
the needs. This is important for the low income and developing countries, as they are the major
beneficiaries of these resources. Countries most affected by rising debt, again are the low-
income countries and most are the middle-income countries. The Working Group can deliberate
upon how policy initiatives can address the worsening credit situation. It is the hope that with a
diverse array of eminent experts from around the world, the International Financial Architecture
Working Group is better poised in coordinating the G20 efforts towards developmental financing,
supporting vulnerable countries, maintain financial stability and achieve the goal of 'One Earth,
One Family, One Future'.

The meeting was attended by IFA co-chairs Mr. William Roos (France), Byungsik Jung (South
Korea), Additional Secretary, Union Ministry of Finance, Smt. Manisha Sinha, RBI Advisor Smt.
Mahua Rai were among dignitaries present.

****
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The two-day meeting of the first International Financial Architecture Working Group of G-20,
being held under the chairmanship of India, was inaugurated in Chandigarh today by the Union
Minister of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Shri Narendra Singh Tomar and Minister of Food
Processing Industries, Shri Pashupati Kumar Paras. On this occasion, Shri Tomar said that India
is developing rapidly with science and innovation, both of them are deeply connected with the
future of India. We have leveraged technology to create the digital public infrastructure. We have
been a significant contributor to financial inclusion in global healthcare and the move to
sustainable energy while people-centric development is the basis of our national strategy. This is
the same philosophy that the theme of our G-20 Presidency, - 'One Earth, One Family, One
Future', also underlines.

Union Minister Shri Tomar said that India's chairmanship of G-20 is a proud moment for all our
citizens, besides we are well aware of the responsibilities that come with this historic occasion.
Today the world is facing many complex challenges, which are deeply interlinked and are not
defined by boundaries alone. The challenges being faced are global in nature and require global
solutions, therefore the world community today needs to push more towards globally
coordinated policies and actions. There is also a need for a renewed faith in multilateralism. Our
nation, that is fully committed to democracy and multilateralism,  is poised to demonstrate not
only multidimensional development but is also ready to display universally recognized power. It
is not surprising that India was described as a beacon in a fragile world at the recently held
World Economic Forum meeting and India's commitment to climate goals and return to the post-
Covid development path has been lauded by one and all.

Shri Tomar said that India is ready to fulfil the responsibility given to it. We will be happy to share
our template of the development model, so also we look forward to learning from all. Through
our priorities and outcomes this year, through deliberations, we aim to find practical global
solutions. In doing so, we also take a keen interest in amplifying the voice of the Developing
countries. Shri Tomar said that we cannot leave anyone behind now. Through our inclusive,
ambitious, action-oriented and decisive agenda of the G-20, we aim to express the true spirit of
our goal, - 'Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam'.

Referring to the exemplary contribution of this group in providing aid to the most vulnerable and
low-income developing countries in the recent years, he said the measures taken to alleviate the
rising insecurity over credit flow are particularly noteworthy. The growing momentum regarding
efforts will continue during India's chairmanship in 2023. The group will also consider how we
can leverage the group’s comfortable position to redesign global and financial governance.
Under the chairmanship of India, the group will try to find out how to better equip the multilateral
development banks, the major catalysts of development, to meet the global challenges of the
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21st century. Remembering the Father of the Nation, Mahatma Gandhi on this occasion, Shri
Tomar quoted him and welcomed the delegates on behalf of the Prime Minister Shri Narendra
Modi and all citizens of India, wishing success to the meeting.

Union Minister Shri Paras said in the meeting that India's effort is to facilitate constructive
dialogue, create, share knowledge and share the collective aspiration for a secure, peaceful and
prosperous world. We have to work together in the direction. He said that during India’s
presidency of the G-20, it is our responsibility to advance progress and ensure that the
international financial architecture today is well equipped to meet the acute challenges and
provide maximum support to vulnerable groups. The Prime Minister Shri Modi, in his address to
the World Economic Forum, Davos Summit, deliberated upon whether the multilateral
organizations are ready to meet the challenges of the new world order. This working group is
committed to meeting these challenges and in order to enhance their contribution to
development financing towards meeting the development goals, this group may explore options
to strengthen these organizations. It is imperative to urgently identify such systems that enable
the financial assistance provided by international financial institutions is effectively responsive to
the needs. This is important for the low income and developing countries, as they are the major
beneficiaries of these resources. Countries most affected by rising debt, again are the low-
income countries and most are the middle-income countries. The Working Group can deliberate
upon how policy initiatives can address the worsening credit situation. It is the hope that with a
diverse array of eminent experts from around the world, the International Financial Architecture
Working Group is better poised in coordinating the G20 efforts towards developmental financing,
supporting vulnerable countries, maintain financial stability and achieve the goal of 'One Earth,
One Family, One Future'.

The meeting was attended by IFA co-chairs Mr. William Roos (France), Byungsik Jung (South
Korea), Additional Secretary, Union Ministry of Finance, Smt. Manisha Sinha, RBI Advisor Smt.
Mahua Rai were among dignitaries present.
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